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'Dunn: Service
is also call
for students,
university

SAVING HAY

By ERIC WALKER
Editor
While getting an education for eventual employment is key in the
mission of a university, Dr. Randy Dunn believes
another function resides in forming a sense of
"greater good" within its students for them to carry
outside the campus fences.
That was the message Murray State
University's president brought to a gathering of
local and area service agency representatives during Wednesday's CUBS (Calloway United
Benevolent Services) meeting at Glendale Road
Church of Christ.
Dunn said he has taken that same message to
Dunn
parents and students who have toured the MSU
that
programs
s
Beginning
Great
or
0
Summer
through
campus
obtaining an education for a career is only a part of the whole role
that the university plays in a student's development.
"It's not just getting the job credentials but it's about becoming a
learned person and understanding the responsibility of citizenship,"
Dunn told the group.
The first Murray State president to speak to CUBS, Dunn highlighted two areas that play a huge part in expanding students' education both inside and outside the classroom.
One he noted is the Center for Service Learning and Civic
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times Engagement. Headed by coordinator Robin Taffler, the center
of study with areas of needs
ay afternoon. No cause has been determined. involves students linking their fields
A fire destroyed New Concord resident Larry Crutcher's tobacco barn Wednesd
fight
some assistance from farm workers in the
Several trucks and about a dozen Calloway County Fire-Rescue personnel get
effort.
the
in
•See Page 2A
assisted
forklift,
the
on
Crutcher,
hay.
to save most of the harvested

Inpatient Farmers forced to start harvesting
rehab unit
showcased
•

.

Staff Report
A large crowd attended an open house and
nbbon cutting Wednesday for the newly-renovated acute inpatient rehabilitation unit at
the Murray -Calloway County Hospital.
Those attending toured the unit and visited
with the specialized staff of therapists and
nurses to learn more of about the services
offered.
The new acute rehabilitation unit, which
will officially open Oct. I, is a 12-bed inpatient program located within the hospital. Its
mission is to help patients recover from
recent injury or illness and achieve their highest level of functioning.
The combination of state-of-the-art equipment and compassionate staff helps each
patient reach amazing results and accomplish
their rehabilitation goals, according to hospital information available at the open house.
-This is a beautiful unit and it looks world
class," commented Keith Bailey, CEO at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. "The
hospital has developed a vision to become a
regional medical center and this will provide
another service. This is an example of services people won't have to leave to receive."
Lisa Ray. MCCH Vice President of Patient
Care, noted that hospital administrators and
staff are excited about the opening of the new
unit for those who will need the services.
-Our intent will he to reteach patients how
to return to their homes." she said. referencmg some of the home-centered settings in the
unit. -This unit is really a big plus for
Calloway County and the surrounding area.The comprehensive team of rehab specialists wort closely with the patient and family
to ensure they are the center of the program
and are actively involved in establishing
goals. participating in therapy and planning
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
It may be closing in on harvest
time, but many Calloway County
farmers are beginning to salvage what
they can weeks ahead of time and
hoping for the best following one of
the worst droughts in Kentucky in 113
years.
Most of the corn is dry, wilted and
relatively fruitless and soybeans are
yielding few if any beans. Calloway
farmers, as well as many of their
peers across the state, will most likely
lose at least 50 percent if not more of
their corn and soybean crops this season to drought and blazing temperatures that have left fields parched,
crops languishing and yields decimated.
Although insurance will cover
some of the loss, Penny-area farmer
Danny Cunningham said he expects
to lose much of his investment as well
as most of his corn and soybeans this
season.
"I'll probably average about 50
bushels(per acre of corn); right at that
or so," Cunningham said. -That's not
very good. Around here we like to
make about 120 to 130 bushels so it's
going to be about half or less.
-The bean crop is about gone. I
think we're going to lose our total
bean crop."
Cunningham said he's trying to get
his tobacco out of the ground as soon
as possible. "It's beginning to wilt so
we can't get it up fast enough." he
said.
On Wednesday, Gov. Ernie
Fletcher sent a request to U.S.
Secretary of Agriculture Mike
Johanns requesting disaster assistance
from the USDA after he was contacted by officials of the Kentucky Farm
Bureau, state Sen. Tom Jenson and
state Rep. Mike Denham.
"Kentucky experienced higher
than normal temperatures and limited
rainfall this summer causing the state
to move deeper into a drought status."
Fletcher wrote to Johanns. "The
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"We may get a third (of corn) ally since there has been so little time
Commissioner Richie Farmer repeatprobably: anywhere from about 50 to for drying on cornstalks: usually costed Fletcher's call for help.
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LitirAdoc
Be Sure To Cast Your Vote
For Your
Calloway County
Favorites By Sept. 14th

WIN A NOUSE!
United Way of Murray/Calloway

The Grand Home 4iihre-A-Way!
Pull, by Trent Garland(-,,nstru, Iron in

riKr 544Ni/rigor,

Tickets On Sale Now - $1004a
Only 4,000 WIII Be Sold!
Tickets are available at: BBLT Bank, Heritage Bank, The Murray Bank,
Regions Bank, and US Bank or you may also purchase tickets by
contacting the United Way of Murray/Calloway County
by calling 12701 753-0317 or go on the web at wsvw unitedwaymcc.org
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PoliceLogs
Murray Police Depart:mot
• A burglary was reported at 7 a m Aug 23 at 102-B Park St
• Someone c.anse into Me station at 6 28 p rr Aug 23 to report a
theft
•A lawn mower was reported stolen from Orschein Farm & Home at
10 10 a m Friday
• Andrew Hester no age or address given, was arrested for thirddegree burglary
• Ail asissutt was repotlecl at 215 S llth St at 10 11 pm
• A juvenile was cited for possession of marijuana after a possible
overdose was reported at 11 58 pm EMS responded
• A theft was reported at MSU's Alexander Hall at 2 43 a IT)
Saturday
• Someone came into the station at 7 45 a m to report a theft
• Someone came into the station at 10 49 am to report a theft
• A burglary was reported at 11 56 a m at 10.4 S 14th St
• Tenny Taylor and Carolyn Taylor. no age or address given, were
each arrested for theft by unlawful taking less than $300 after a
shoplifting complaint was reported at 2 55 p m at Wal-Mart Jenny
Taylor also was served with three warrants for additional theft by
unlawful less than $300 charges
• A theft was reported at 506 N Frith St at 9 40 a m Sunday
• Criminal mischief was reported at 180 Taylor St at 1 06 pm
• A burglary was reported at Playhouse in the Park at 1 36 p m
• Vandalism was reported at Wal-Mart at 12 05 a m Monday
•A burglary from a vehicle at Spring Creek Health Care was reported at 10 57 a m
• A theft from a vehicle at 1659 Calloway St was reported at 529
p no
• Vandalism to a vehicle at 515 S Eighth St was reported at 402
am Tuesday
• Four vehicles were involved in a injury crash on Coldwater Road
at Parks Street at 7 59 a.m James Brien of Mayfield, was driving a
1997 GMC van that rear-ended a 2004 Toyota SUV driven by
Angela Gregory of Paducah That impact caused Gregory's SUV to
rear-end a Jeep Liberty driven by Lynsey Miller. of Murray Miller's
vehicle then rear-ended a Ford 1150 driven by Jeffery Jones, of
Hickory EMS transported Gregory and her passenger, Jennifer
Gregory also of Paducah to Murray-Calloway County Hospital
where they were treated
Murray State University Police Departmont
• Criminal mischief was reported at 1 39 a m Tuesday after a vehicle at Regents College parking log had its back window broken out
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

Comillocket
Calloway Circuit Court
• Melaine Albright. 28, of Murray, waived her formal arraignment and
pleaded innocent Monday to throe counts of possession of a
methamphotamine precursor in April May and June She is scheduled for a pre-trial conference at 9 a m Sept 28
• Christopher L Cox. 27, who now lives in Murray, pleaded guilty
Monday to failure to comply with the state's sex offender registry It
was his second such offense for failing to disclose his current
address after moving Irrxr Dexter Registered since 2001, he was
convicted of criminal sexual abuse in Illinois before moving to
Kentucky Cox will be sentenced at 9 a m Oct 22
•Christina N Davis, 22, of New Concord, was sentenced Monday to
two years in prison for criminal possession of forged prescription
She was indicted on the charge in January
• Barry Greggs. 38. of Hazel, waived his formal arraignment arid
pleaded innocent to four charges each of distribution and possession
of matter portraying a sexual performance of a minor during
February, March. April and May Griggs is scheduled for a pre-trial
conference on Sept 28
• Johnny Grinstead. 21 of Murray, was sentenced Monday to seven
years to serve for one count of complicity to first-degree robbery and
two counts each of complicity to third-degree burglary and theft by
unlawful taking more than $300 for February and March incidents at
local convengtnce stores He has credit for the 117 days he s already
served in jail '
• William R Hornbuckle. 56. of Murray pleaded guilty Monday to
second-offense first-degree possession of a controlled substance
(crack cocaine) and second-offense possession of drug paraphernalia With his pass agreement with the commonwealth attorney's office
comes a recommended sentence of 10 years in prison An additional first-degree persistent felony offender charge was dismissed
• Erica Long. 30 of Mayfield pleaded guilty Monday to two counts of
fraudulent use of a credit card for unlawfully using Coleman Realty's
card for purchases more than $100 each She will be sentenced
Sept 10
• Laura Nettles. 38. of Murray waived her formal arraignment and
pleaded innocent Monday to complicity to second-degree rape- for
allowing 24-year-old Jesus Vasquez to have sexual intercourse with
a 12-year out girl Nettles is scheduled for a pre-trial conference Oct
22
• Brett M Nance. 23 of Murray waived his formal arraignment and
pleaded innocent Monday to eight offenses - failure to wear a seat
ball. Worts to signal, having no insurance possession of drug parspesernalle. operating on a suspended license first-degree possession of • controlled substance (methamphetarnine) trafficking in
manna (more than 8 ounces) and carrying a concealed deadly
weapon in June td is scheduled for a pretrial conference at 9 a m
Oct 22
• Mark Schroeder 24 of Benton waived his formal arraignment and
pleaded innoceot Monday to test-degree possession of a controlled
substance trnetriamphetamenei and oossessoon of drug parapnema
•
Ma in June-He is schadulactior .pre tnat conference SeptPi
• Jason Isaac Todd. 27, of Murray Meadow goofy Monday to 16
counts of obtaining a Controllod substance by fraud and an addition
count of having a forged prescrtption in two cases In the case from
*Adair this yaw. Todd uptawfully obtained 16 prescriptions lot Lortab
from seven doctors He son be sentenced at 9 a no Oct 22
• Relined Troup. 20 Whitney Sanders. 18 Brenton Bailey. 19. Sam
Schaktarrhan. 19. and Chris Henry. 18 all of Murray. each pleaded
*a burglaiy and theft by unlawful taking more
innocent to
than 1-300 during
r arraignments Monday Along vath David
Mathis. 18. of Murray. and a 'overate they among those charged in
the summer break-ins and thefts at Calloway County High Schad
They're scheduled for pro-trial conferences Sapt 28
Information from court documents
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ed the program would cost $27 nation's oldest psychiatric facilmillion in the first year. The cost ities.
"Our strong financial situawould increase in the next few
years. It said, but could become tion allows us to do more to help
self-sustaining depending on every Kentuckian be healthy
how many students stay in and have access to health care
when they need it," Fletcher
Kentucky after graduation.
Ryall dismissed it as "anoth- said.
Beshear's campaign said
er program that would never see
the light of day unless he gets Fletcher's plan doesn't go far
casino gambling." Beshear enough. It said "measures need
favors a proposal for a referen- to be put in place to control the
dum to allow voters to decide cost of health care coverage
whether to change the state across the board" to give finals-Constitution to allow casinos. cial relief to families struggling
Fletcher has taken a strong stand with rising insurance premiums.
health
plan
Beshear's
against casino gambling.
Beshear insisted Wednesday includes providing coverage to
he could pay for the scholarship uninsured children, allowing
program without casino revenue families to purchase coverage
through his plans to create more through KCHIP, assisting older
jobs and make government Kentuckians with prescription
costs and allowing yOung 'adults.
more efficient.
Beshear also proposed creat- to stay on their parents' health
ing "Early College High plans up to age 25.
Schools" allowing students to
earn up to tWo yearc worth of
college credits before graduating from high school.
•••
Beshear said he would
for
emphasize the "Bucks
From Front
Brains'• program, which matches public money with private and service (service learning),
donations to
attract top as well as implementing actions
researchers to Kentucky univerrelated to the public good which
sities. He said the program has
can cover areas of environmenbeen underfunded in recent
tal and health issues to politics
years.
ASO,
Meanwhile, Fletcher pro- (civic engagement).
Taftler
explained
that
an
posed allowing businesses with
as many as 50 employees to example of service learning
seek assistance With health would be the examination of
insurance premiums under an data provided by Paducah's
existing
state
program. Carson Center to determine
Currently, the program offers where its patrons were located
help for businesses with up to 25 and breaking that down into
employees.
information to be used for culHe also proposed creating a tural awareness issues.
system to make sure small busiAn example of civic engagenesses are aware of health cov- ment, she added, would be simerage options and possible tax
ilar to an on-campus environadvantages.
Fletcher also proposed fund- mental effort that witnessed
ing to build a new facility to Dunn signing the Talloires
replace Eastern State Hospital in Declaration that joined Murray
Lexington. which is one of the State University with 320 other
universities worldwide to promote environmental literacy and
action.
Murray State has a long history of service and humanics
work outside the classroom and
that work has helped put MSU
"ahead of the curve" while other
universities are beginning to see
the potential for training students in service areas and civic
activism.
Another area Dunn noted is
the newly-created director of
regional stewardship and outreach position, filled by Gina
Winchester.
"One of the things I've said
I'd like to do is push for outreach of the university," Dunn
said, and take university
resources and "use it in service
to the region."
While forming the tasks of
regional stewardship and outreach. Dunn said the university
could be utilized to assess needs
of communities in an I 8-counties from the Ohio and
— _ .
GREG TFIAVIS/Ledger Tomes,, Mississippi
rivers_ and _kW
Keith Bailey, center, CEO at Murray-Calloway Cdunty Hospital. is joined by other hospital staff beyond the Pennyrile coalfield
and local dighltanes dunrig the ribbon cutting ceremony
region and provide assistance to
service agencies and city and
county governments in areas of
education, health care, economic development, cultural awarecun-ent rehabilitation practices,
Many local dignitaries, com- ness and more.
From Front
help each individual achieve as munity business representaAfter finding areas in need of
tor diw.harge. the MCCH manmuch independence as possible uses, clergy and others particiassistance, then the university
nal ell/1.1111rd
and maximize his/her individual pated in the Open House
looks to see where its resources
can link with the community.
the atmosphere. along with skills and abilities, it continued
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) -Kentucky's gubernatorial candidates reached out to voters on
core issues Wednesday by outlining plans to make college and
health care more affordable.
Democrat Steve Beshear said
its his goal to double the number of college graduates in
Kentucky by 2020 and proposed
scholarship program and other
initiatives to make it happen
"There's an old adage, 'The
more you learn, the more you
earn,— Beshear said at a news
conference at a downtown
Louisville park "I couldn't
agree MOM.His opponent. Republican
Gov. Ernie Fletcher, released his
plan to reduce the number of
uninsured Kentuckians and to
make health coverage more
affordable
Fletcher's proposals include
assisting more
small businesses in paying
health insurance premiums
under an existing state program, expanding
the
Kentucky
Children's
Health
Fletcher
Insurance
Program to provide coverage fOr
more families and children and
offering tax credits for businesses offering employee wellness
migrates
"We want every Kentuckian
to have the choice of affordable
and as ailablc health care."
Fletcher said in a statement
More
550,000
than
Kentuckians have no health
insurance. Int Wing .81.000
children
Fletcher didn't offer a price
tag for his plans Health and
Family Sers ices Secretary Mark

Birdwhistell said the adnutustration would work with lawmakers "on
final
dollar
amounts."
Beshear's
higher education
plan
includes creating a scholarship program
aimed at keeping more college graduates
in Kentucky,
encouraging
more
high
Beshear
school students
to take college-level courses and
enticing more adults to go back
to school to complete college
degrees.
Beshear said Kentucky lags
near the bottom nationally in
workforce education and the
number of adults with college
degrees and blamed Fletcher for
not improving the situation.
"Ernie Fletcher has underinvested in education, in our people and our economy," Beshear
said. "And our economy has
suffered as a result."
Fletcher campaign manager
Marty Ryall called it "another
baseless comment," saying that
Kentucky's education spending
has risen sharply during
fletcher's term.
Anchonng Beshear's proposal would be a "Kentucky First
Scholarships" program. which
would offer forgivable loans for
tuition at Kentucky colleges and
universities.
•For every year a recipient
worked in Kentucky following
graduation, a year of tuition
would be forgiven. The loan
would be on top of other scholarships or grants students
receive.
Recipients not working in
Kentucky after graduation
would have to pay back the
loan.
Beshear's campaign estimat-
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•Farmers forced ...

Attention
Footbal Fans!
Look for our football
preview pages the
day before each
home game!

Education, health care plans outlined

From Front
In Kentucky, agriculture oni
cials report that 52 percent of
corn crops Arc in "good" shape
Illinois is reportedly fanng better with a reported 72 percent
listed in good condition

Fanners In Kentucky lost
much or all of their fruit and
winter wheat early in the season
due to a late frost while drought
and summer heat has taken its
toll on corn, soybeans and
tobacco crops. Some areas of
the state are reporting the worst
drought conditions in about 100
years and any rain would likely
he too little too late
Elsewhere the situation is
completely different U S farm
en are expected to produce the
largest corn crop in history in
NKr. according to the Crop
Production report released Cartier this month by
the U.S
Department of Agnculture's
National Agricultural Statistics
Sers ice ( N ASS Corn production is forecast at I I I billion
bushels. 106 percent absise the
previous record of II It billion
bushels set in 2004
Corn yields are expected to
average 152 It bushels per acre.
up 7 bushels fmm tau year for
the second highest corn yield on
record behind 2004 Growers
are expected to hara est Ri 4 million acres of corn for grain, the
most since 1911 and 14 8 rdlion MOM OM% than lam year
Yields are expected to he

higher than last year across the
Great Plains, the central Corn
Belt and the Delta region while
hot, dry conditions are expected
to lead to lower yields across
much of the northern and eastern Corn Belt. the Ohio and
Tennessee valleys, the Southeast
and the Atlantic Coast
But as if conditions aren't
hard enough for farmers, it
seems the drought may also
prove to he a double whanuny
for farm finances in hard-hit
areas like Calloway ('oumy this
season Melissa Green, a labor
contracting agent tot Kentucky
Farm Aid Inc in Koksey, said
under
existing
federal
Department 4 Labor roles,
fannera must provide migrant
and other farm workers with an
average of 40 hours per week
during the harvest season With
severely lower yields, some
growers may not he able to proside the hours. but could still be
required to pay full wages
"Under that contract, the
farmers are held to a three-quarter guarantee of hours which
means after three quarters of the
contract is met the hours have to
average at least 40 hours per
week," Green said "But some

of the farmers, not all because of
the drought situation they are in,
might not be able to provide
those hours They still have the
same acreage, but because of the
drought they will have a lot less
of their crop to harvest which
will not take as much time. They
might not be able to provide all
the hours."
Growers don•t have to provide 41) hours every week under
the regulations, but must proside an aserage of 40 hours per
week dunng the seasonal
employment pcnod Green said
she and other KFA agents arc
planning to do what they can to
aid farmers that have a problem
with the requirement and ACC
urging those that may run into
trouble to contact their KFA
agent.
Green said many farmers will
not likely know whether or not
they will have a problem until
near the end of the harvest season
They might not know until
then and probably won't want to
talk about it until they know for
sure." Green said "We just want
to ask everyone to let us know if
they will have a problem and
we'll do what we can to help"
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IlbNodes
Anna Marie Bea
Anna Mane Bell, 72, Almo, died Wednesday, Aug. 29, 2007, at
3:50 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Churchill-lines
Family Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements

Paid Obituary
C.W. Jones

The funeral for C.W. Jones was today (Thursday) at Ii a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Richard Smith officihedrick Brewer. 59, Murray Pans Road, Hazel, died Wednesday. ated. Music was by Joan Bowker, organist, and Margery Shown,
Aug. 29, 2007, at 6:40 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. vocalist.
Active pallbearers were Rich Vogt, Tim Paine,
Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Richie Jones, Andrew Vincent, Benson Jones,
Andrew Harried, Matthew Harned and Wade
Anna Lorene Nix
Skinner. Honorary pallbearers were David Fielder,
Anna Lorene Nix, 95, Murray, died today, Thursday. Aug. 30,
Randy Jones, Don Swann, Samuel Rice, Charles
2007, at 5 a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care. J.H. Churchill Funeral
Glenn Norton, David Norton and Ted Cunningham,
Home is in charge of arrangements.
all nephews, and Z.C. Enix, Richard Adams, Jerry Ainley, Tom
McNeely, Don Bennett, Jimmy Wiggins, Dr. Conrad Jones, Charles
Mrs. Edith Archer Garrison
The funeral for Mrs. Edith Archer Garrison will be Fnday at W. Ford, Al Collie, Kenneth Galloway, Don Poiner and Eddie
10:30 a.m. at First United Methodist Church. Murray. Rev. Richard Wright, all colleagues. Burial was in the Murray City Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the C.W. and Donha
Smith and Dr. Larry Daniel will officiate. Music will be by Randy
and Kim Black and Glenn Taylor, vocalists, and Joan Bowker, Broach Jones Educational Scholarship Fund, do Murray State
Center,
AP
organist. Pallbearers will be Joe Dick, Marc Peebles, Charles University Office of Development, 106 Development
(Chuck) Hoke. Larry Robinson. Dr. Richard Blalock. David Parker, Murray, Ky., 42071-3313.
Celeste, second from right, and Grafton Peterson, nght, parMr. Jones, 86, South 16th Street, Murray, died Sunday, Aug. 26, ents of slain Virginia Tech student, Erin Peterson. listen to tesTom Reynolds and Bill Adams. Burial will follow in the Murray
at 1:47 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
2007.
American
to
made
be
may
.City Cemetery. Expressions of sympathy
timony during the final public meeting of the Virginia Tech
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Donna Broach Jones, to whom
Hearing Research Foundation, 8 South Michigan Ave., Suite '814.
Review Panel in Charlottesville, Va. in this Wednesday, July
Jones
Glenda
Mrs.
Chicago, III.. 60603-4539. Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill he had been married for 66 years; two daughters,
husband, Rich, 18, 2007 file photo. Cathy Read, left, Christian Foote. second
Funeral Home from 6 to 9 tonight (Thursday)and at the church after Harned, Frankfort. and Mrs. Yvonne Jones Vogt and
Tenn., from left, and Marian Hammaren, center, also listen in during
Drummonds,
Lynn,
wife,
and
Jones
P.
Ed
sons,
two
Benton;
9 a.m. Friday.
Estilee
Mrs.
sister,
one
Murray;
Pam.
and
iife,
the proceedings. Celeste Peterson said this morning that
Jones
Rick
and
Aug.
Tuesday,
died
Murray,
Drive,
Oakdale
80,
Mrs. Garrison.
and
Paine
Jones
Jessica
grandchildren,
14
Fla.;
Apopka,
Beaman,
mema
was
she
Gov. Timothy M. Kaine should act forcefully and fire universi28, 2007, at 9:05 a.m. at her home. A homemaker,
Murray, Richie ty President Charles Steger and campus police Chief Wendell
ber of First United Methodist Church of Murray. She was a past husband. Tim, Leslie Lynn and Benson Jones, all of
Vogt, all of Benton,
president of the Murray Woman's Club, and a member of the Jones and wife, Jamie, and Sidney and Bethany
Flinchum.
Oxnard,
Murray Magazine Club, the Stitch Witches and Murray Quilters. Andrew and Matthew Named, Frankfort, Ed W. Jones,
C
Donald
Okla.,
Ardmore,
Melissa,
She was a talented and artistic person shown by her sewing, needle Calif., Rick P. Jones and wife,
husband, Andrew. and
point and quilting. She sewed garments to be taken on mission trips Jones, Oceanside, Calif., Haley Vincent and
Candice I-achovsky, all of Memphis, Tenn.. and Wade Skinner,
and given to needy children. She was also a golfer.
Benton, Cheyenne
Preceding her in death were one grandchild, William Houston Paducah; eight great-grandchildren, Ru Jones,
and Jesseca Jones,
Kaidyn
Calif.,
Woodlihill,
Jones,
Sequoyah
and
Archer.
Lynn
brother,
one
and
Garrison; one sister, Hazel Archer;
and Shayne
Born May 23, 1927, in Memphis. Tenn.. she was the daughter of the Ardmore, Nadia Paine, New Zealand, and Kristen
Chloe Donaldson.
dchild,
great-great-gran
one
Memphis;
Bailey,
Archer.
Patterson
Lea
Willie
and
Archer
Lynn
Hester
late
Survivors include her husband, James E. Garrison; two daugh- Memphis.
RICHMOND, Va. (AP) — ty response to
Born Jan. 22, 1921, in Calloway County, he was the son of the
ters, Mrs. Beth Johnson and husband, Dr. Mike, Owensboro, and
preceding
Also
double
Jones.
Sanders
Ann
Lottie
and
Jones
G.
Tech failed to properly the
Charles
late
.
Virginia
wife,
and
Garrison
David
son,
one
Miss.;
Natchez,
Nancy Garnson,
son-in-law, care for a mentally troubled stu- homicide that
Sylvia. Murray; one sister, Mrs. Corinne Williams, and one sister-in- him in death were one great-grandchild, Fate Jones; one
and Henry Jones; dent gunman and waited too could
have
law, Mrs. Dorothy Archer, both of Memphis; five grandchildren, Houston Named; three brothers, Elmus. Carlos
Jones
Modeline
the
Cain,
Jones
prevented
Ethel
stuand
Peterson,
faculty
Jones
warn
Ruby
sisters,
to
four
long
of
all
Johnson,
Matthew
Dr.
and
Libby,
wife,
Andrew Johnson and
dents after he killed his first two tragedy of conOwensboro, Walter Garrison and wife, Cecelia, Louisville, and Henderson and Desiree Jones Norton.
A World War II veteran of the Army Air Corps, he received his victims in a shooting spree that siderable magRachel Corinne Garrison and Sarah Kathryn Garrison, both of
and master degrees from Murray State University. He eventually claimed 31 more nitude on April
bachelor
Murray.
taught vocational agriculture at Lynn Grove and Farmington high lives, including his own, a 16," the report
said. "Cho had
schools and was also principal for grades 1-12 at Farmington and panel's report concluded.
Mrs. Lorene Ada Foster
Retired
County
Calloway
started on a
of
not
member
officials
a
was
university
He
schools.
Had
Wingo
a.m.
Cho
The funeral for Mrs. Lorene Ada Foster will be Friday at 11
Teachers Association and Kentucky Retired Teachers Association; a waited more than two hours to mission of fulDale
John
Home.
Funeral
Family
-Imes
Churchill
of
chapel
the
in
revenge."
Association
of
fantasy
a
tell the campus about the initial filling
member of the Kentucky High School Athletics
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery. former
The eight-member panel;
of Control; and a former adviser and active supporter shootings, lives could have been
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today on the Board
Future Farmers of America.
saved when Seung-Hui Cho appointed by Gov. Timothy M.
the
of
(Thursday).
A Kentucky Colonel, he was a former member of the Murray later began his massacre inside a Kaine, spent four months invesMrs. Foster, 90, Murray, died Friday. Aug. 24, 2007, at 9:25 p.m.
Council and the Murray-Calloway County Airport Board. He classroom building, according tigating the worst mass shooting
City
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She was a member of
released in modern U.S. history. Panel
report,
the
member of First United Methodist Church, where he also to
a
was
Sr.,
Foster
Ross
Carl
husband,
Her
Christ.
of
Glendale Road Church
fishing
camping,
chairman Gerald Massengill
were
hobbies
His
Trustees.
night.
of
Board
Wednesday
the
on
served
sisters,
one son, Robert Foster, one brother, Willie Tharpe, and two
comment
to
"Warning the students, facul- declined
and woodworking.
Evie Walls and Eva Payne. all preceded her in death. Born Aug. 31,
made a Wednesday night, but was
have
might
staff
and
ty
late
the
of
daughter
the
was
she
1916, in Henry County. Tenn.,
difference," the panel wrote. scheduled to speak at a news
Aaron Tharpe and Ada Dumas Tharpe.
"So the earlier and clearer the conference with the governor
Survivors include one son, Carl Ross Foster Jr. and wife, Arlene.
warning, the more chance an today.
Jamestown, Tenn.; two daughters. Mrs. Pearl Kinel and husband,
earlier
said
Kaine
had of surviving."
individual
sisWilliam. Murray. and Mrs. Ann Perry, JoshuaTree. Calif.; two
But the report concluded that Wednesday he did not conclude'
ters, Mrs. Jeanette Owens, Chicago, Ill., and Mrs. Virginia Wilkins,
while swifter warnings might from the report that either
Murray; seven grandchildren, Darrell Foster and wife, Mildred.
helped students and facul- Virginia Tech President Charles
have
Troy.
Timothy Foster. Rochea Perry, Michelle Ellise and husband,
ty, a lockdown of the 131 build- Steger or campus police Chief
Alisa Walls and husband, Heath. Yvette Rutledge and husband.
ings on campus would not have Wendell Flinchum should
Stanley. and Wanatta Buck and husband. Walter; 18 great-grandchilATLANTA (AP) — Security worked in variresign.
been feasible.
law
dren; II great-great-grandchildren.
guard Richard Jewell was ini- ous
"The purpose of this report
first message
the
while
And
enforcement
tially hailed as a hero for spotuniversity could was not to fix blame, it was to
the
by
sent
John Clarence Padgett
ting a suspicious backpack and jobs, including
have gone out at least an hour fix problems," Kaine said
The funeral for John Clarence Padgett was today (Thursday) at moving people out of harm's as a police
and been more specific. Thursday on ABC's "Good
earlier
was
Bunal
Frankfort.
Home,
Funeral
I I a.m. in the chapel of Rogers
in
way just before a bomb explod- officer
still would have Morning Amenca." "Not a sinlikely
Cho
in the Frankfort Cemetery. Expressions of sympathy may be made ed, killing one and injunng 1 1 1 Pendergrass.
to kill, the gle one of the recommendations
people
more
found
to Hospice of the Bluegrass.
others. But within days. he was Ga., where his
in this report are going to be.
found.
report
mornMonday
failure
Mr. Padgett, 83, Frankfort, died of kidney
was
partner
named as a suspect in the blast.
by a personnel decision on
fixed
a
be
to
seem
not
does
"There
ing, Aug. 27. 2007, at the Hospice of the Bluegrass
Though eventually cleared in fatally shot in
plausible scenario of a universi- person A or person B."
wing of St. Joseph's Hospital in Lexington.
Jewell
the 1996 Centennial Olympic 2004 during
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Roberta Lee Peak
of a
pursuit
the
was
who
Jewell.
Park
bombing.
Padgett, to whom he was married June 24. 1949;
found dead Wednesday at 44, suspect.
three sons, David Lee Padgett, Bloomington. Ind.,
As recently as last year.
never recovered from the shame
and
John Michael Padgett, Lawrenceville, N.J.,
was working as a sherthe
Jewell
to
linked
wrongly
being
of
Robert Brent Padgett, Frankfort; five grandchildren, Brian Padgett,
in west Georgia.. He
deputy
iff's
news
media.
the
in
bombing
Alyssa
and
Padiett
Justin
N.J..
Japan, Jennifer Fairee. Chatham.
irl q.r m
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to college
speeches
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he
year
a
ago,
Finally,
Padgett, both of Louisville, and Laura Danton of Savannah. Ga.; two
his
about
journalism classes
great-grandchildren; and two sisters. Mrs. Margaret Perry. Benton, hailed as a hero.
Gov. Sonny Perdue com- experience.
and Mrs. Mildred Browning. Frankfort.
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Report: Va. Tech could have
saved lives by notifying
faculty and students earlier

Former security guard,
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Be safe, enjoy 1•0:--" -* *
last weekend
of summer
To many, the Labor Day holiday weekend won't officially
start until Fnday afternoon when folks get off work. But
with Murray State playing Louisville tonight, sonic may
decide to get .in early start on things for this "last weekend
It summer
So let's go Ahead and remind you All to bc careful
According to the Kentucky State Police,
there were 770 crashes during last year's
Latxu Day weekend in the commonwealth
alone Nine of those accidents were fatalities and 276 involved injuries.
As at this past Sunday, 547 people have
died in Kentucky vehicle accidents this
year
And unfortunately, alcohol played a role
in sonic The KSP reported that with 126
of those fatalities, alcohol was reportedly
County
Lines & City used And dunng the 2(816 Labor Day
weekend, two of the rune laid/Ines were
Limits
alcoholrelated,
By Eric Walker
Leis be safe'
Ledger 8 Times
And Also, let's keep in mind to muse
Editor
user into the inside traffic, lane when the!,
ate tars on the road's shoulder. especially when there is a
traffic stop by law enforcement or a car broken down and
being repaired or a tire being changed
On a recent trip back from (iatlinburg. Tenn., my family
got slut k in a natIll 14111 on the east sick of Cookeville.
My tiro thought was a wreck, which we saw en route to
our Natation that hatked up traffic for literally miles. But it
v.asn't a sstesk
rhe Oaths hack up was caused by cars and semis moving
nom the right hand lane into the left lane because Tennessee
Highway Patrol had someone pulled over.
I do that here. and it Um not mistaken I think it's even
law in Kentucky But there have been numerous times I've
seen tars and trucks whip right by sidelined cars with people outside milling shout arid esen by stopped police and
vehicle enforcement cars
SO this weekend, let's try to keep ourselves safe
and
.aher. sate too'
FOOTBALL SEASON: We're in the full swing of foot
11J11 N17.1S041 with high school having started last week and a
real barn burner of a gatnr already in the hooks between
Calloway County and Murray High
tonight. MSC plays Louisville. I think that's all I'll say
about that
Bask to high school, we're publishing our team pages
.igairi this s. eat and we want to let players and parents and
tans and t.044. tle• and schixil personnel that the team pages
will he published weekly according-to-the team that is plks tog at home that week
On page IC of today's Ledger is a page highlighting
Murray's game today night against McLeiut County 41( Ty
Holland Stadium Calloway 's pres less story on its game At
Inge County is on page I( ot the sports section
Nest week, the-tigers base another home game with
Althsell County' and will he highlighted on the team page
again the Laker.' team page will he published the follow
mg two weeks And so on
The schedule looks to be like this
Aug W). Tiger page
Sept to: Tiger page
laker page
Sept l
-1..aka,page
Oci, 4 Tiger page
Oct. IR Laker and tiger pages
Nov 4 Laker page
We'll publish ads to remind fans who has the team page
for which week so you'll know where to look for your
teams' pleb If* for the upcoming game
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Most oppose more troops overseas
By ALAN FRAM and
TREVOR TOMPSON
Associated Press Writers
WASHINGTON (API -People in the U.S., Bntain
and six Other countnes
showed little taste for stepping up the role their
nations' troops play in Meltwas cnses, but seemed more
open to other types of
involvement abroad, according to an ASSOC hoed PreSNIpso% poll.
In each country surveyed.
only about one in 10 said
they believe their government
does not send its military
frequently enough to trouble
spots Roughly eight in 10
said their leaders send forces
abroad either as often as
they should or too frequently. according to the
which also sampled attitudes
in Canada South Korea.
France, Germany. Italy and
Spain
When it Came 10 their
country's role in world
affairs in general, however,
only in the I. S And Bntain
did about halt or more say
their gosernment was too
involved In the others, at
least three of four said their
gosernment was either not
doing enough or was doing
what it should
Every 4.-ountry in the survey has forces in
Afghanistan. while the U.S.
Bntain have _troops
M
_
Ira( as wen.

AP-Ipsos Poll
"Italy is not making
enough of an important mark
on international politics."
said Maria Verrone, 46, an
architect from Florence. Italy.
who was visiting Rome. "We
have a strong economy to
hack us, what are we waiting for?"
The survey was conducted
in mid- to late May as the
war in Iraq was beginning
its fourth year and NATO
allies were facing a springtime upsurge in violence in
Afghanistan. Since then.
events have transpired that
could have changed some
peoples' views about their
countries' roles in foreign
affairs, such as the taking of
South Korean hostages in
Afghanistan and the Ascension of new leaders in
Britain and France.
-too much,- said David
Champ. 57. a plasterer from
Redkey. Ind., as he walked
the National Mall in- the
heart of Washington. D.C.
"We're not. the peacekeepers
of the world, but a lot of
Americans think we are."
In Pans, Louise Cots, 53,
said military missions abroad
are "a had idea.- adding,
"We hase lost a lot of credit
in our foreign diplomacy."
In the U.S., Britain and
Germany, more than halt
said their counuy intervenes
'afarfanly .106 freytienrty

Elsewhere, more said their
government was dispatching
troops properly, though Italians were about evenly split
between that and saying they
are sent too often.
When asked about their
country's involvement in
world affairs in general, 55
percent in the U.S. and 48
percent in Britain said their
country does too much.
Nowhere else was that sentimen as strong — the next
closest was Germany, where
22 percent said they felt that
way.
In the U.S., Britain, Germany and France, majorities
said they believe their country is viewed by others as a
strong force in world affairs.
Sixty-nine percent in the
U.S. said that, while 84 percent in South Korea said
they believed their nation is
seen as weak — the highest
such figures in the poll.
In general, those who saw
too much military involvement by their country were.
likelier to be female and
older people. Better educated
people in France were likelier to think their nation has a
strong image abroad, while
in South Korea the lesser
educated more often felt that
way.
In the U.S., Republicans
were tar more likely than
Democrats to approve- of the

country's overseas involvements, a reflection of partisan splits over President
Bush's policies. Seventy percent of Democrats said the
U.S. sends military forces to
trouble spots too often, compared to 32 percent of
Republicans and 51 percent
of independents.
Taliban fighters captured
23 South Korean church volunteers last month in
Afghanistan. They agreed
Tuesday to release the
remaining 19 after Seoul
reiterated it will remove its
200 troops from Afghanistan
by the end of the year and
keep missionaries from working there.
Gordon Brown has
replaced Tony Blair as
British prime minister and
has been reducing his country's role in Iraq while
increasing its presence in
Afghanistan. New French
President Nicolas Sarkozy
wants to boost France's role
abroad and is interested in
strengthening ties with the
U.S. that were frayed by his
country's opposition to the
Iraq war.
The poll involved telephone interviews with 1,0410
people in each country
except for 960 in Italy, 968
in France and 1,001 in Germany. The margin of sampling error for each country'
was plus or minus 3 percentage points.

OUR READERS WRITE
To the Editor.
Laist month, the tuture of Kentucky's
was uric& The governor
enagy
bad comsned the General Assembly to
pile LiNli.ir) list ot items which were
inappropriate fur tinsiderati.st in an
extrainknary sevot at
!Tr House adjourned, insisting the se.
sun be limited to truly urgent mailers
which timid not w.ut until January The
Rouse led the was to An agreement with
the gONCTTIOlf Old Senate to haus the ses
NAM tIna singletnucal issue arms Independenr
Atxoftbog to a recent poll commissioned
by the lane Report. mou Kentutkians v.tio
expressed an opens in on the matter were
pleased the House adiourrril the s.atiershor
session so the General Assembly sould
rosus in the challenges of arm milks
The result of these focused efforts was
a one- week session during which the General Avembh passed House Bill I. a
visionary framework for enerp policy in
Kentikky The bill. whach twerwhelmingly
passed both chambers, will mower new
Minims in ?ohs and bx-tinokir, hi Kentucky. while .reating optainukties fur pn
vale compeers aid tate government in he
more energy efficiai
Kentucky's hold new energy strategy is
ma unlike other landmark intuitive% such
as education reform It will move taw state
forward in sountlem ummative ways. Such
significant kgislation will always annia
cnock hut ara as energy is at evolving
industry. House Bill I is an evolving Fobcy, and will assureds he updated and
refined as war-anted
To taidersund dr importance of this
move. one hm to hal at dr moue with a
stairwmie historical perspective Int decades.
traboonal minima &yawning incentives
hive =kited tranufatunng jobs to Kenway There mommes hove been 'mumtut and will tertian in pave But luring a

new type ot industry. one that thnses in
oikil-tieraident regions. require, a new
mulu-faceted appn lac h
That's why the hill incentisizes everything from cum' gasification. ethanol and
hioturls production to wind, solar and
hydropower Anuccaurtg strki Iederal car
bon dioxide mandates the hill requires
facilities to make plans to manage the carbon which will he released tr• their operaOur energy policy also encourages the
hiring 4 Kenmay medals; forgives snident loans of young people who obtain science and engineenng degrees necessary
till the poss. ads ances research and development at 0111 uniseraties. and promotes
the pnaectoon 4 ox ensvorairrit in the
prises& And it does so in a manner that
protects Kentucky's trot-swine House Bill
looks to the future t the energy industry by avbbng cutting edge rescant. It
sea rude $7 million to die Keraucky Geological Survey and the Caller for Applied
Erwin Research to perfect arbrin dioxide
LaMar management
Contrary to some news reports, this bill
is ma •ttloOt ettrallf114 ollt MIMI Or C•it
company It's about mating a new nickstry to Kentucky by providing a framewat
tha can be %alerted to different types of
insestments
Tax tricentives mint he approved by the
titxmottlic
Ina Catena and
KEDFA Any incennves mewed tip trent
will he tad to hiring Kentucky workers
and funds will he !romped use the plant
is openting
Recognumg that government should lead
Pr.' example the hill contains provisions to
hepn replacing the state auk) flees with
hybrids and other alternative fuel powered
whacks The legulation also begins incur
pirating map efficient design standards in
stale buildings aid iraiuspon of mon
-green' products m state office pRlair-
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merits
Manufacturers are also eligible tor tax
rebates if they reduce energy consumption
by 15 percent after the replwernent of
machinery
It is imperause that the United States
begin ending its reliance on foreign oil
Political instabiltty in oil producing nations
and its potential tor funding terninsm both
play into the uncertainties of 'staying the
•
on tat consumption
This legislation allows Kentucky to be
at the forefront of pnenituig energy wilco:Werke, but doing so without protecting
our ens inaunent is doing so at (Sir own
pent
In addition to providing $i.5 million tor
researtt and requiring carbon capture msdi FIC11 Or an!, new alternative fuel facility
seeking incentives, the legislation creates the
renter for Renewable Inergy Research and
bronximental Stewardship. This collaborative effort will bong together various public
aid pnvae Interests to pnenote energy nil
tient) and protection of. ox most balk iwed
resource
our planet
This is rnerely a swung point Future
smoothof tic General Assembly will con
unix InciftWIllf cm and exparkiing our poll
cy as Kentucky leads the nation in the
onesicahle shift towan1 alternause and
renewable tuck
Rep. Jody RIChent1
Speaker of the House
Rep Lary (hark
Speaker Pm Tern
Rep Rocky Adkins
Matority Floor Leader
Rep Charlie Hoffman
Maturity Caucus Chair
Rep Rob Wilkey
Majority Whip

iii
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Government audits see little
progress on goals for Iraq

A SIGN OF THE 'TIMES:
Craig Brown and Mark
Brown of Brown Sign
Service from Pans, Tenn.,
worked Tuesday afternoon on placing a large,
illuminated sign at the
Kentucky Army National
Guard Armory on Ky. 121
North. Craig Brown said
the sign measured 3 feet
by 19 feet.

ks ;
WASHINGTON (AP) — early to judge the remaining majority of the benchmar
to
not
d
determine
be
would
The Iraqi government has failed two.
The GAO,however, has been have been met," said one offito meet the vast majority of
are multipart
political and military goals laid told to "assess whether or not cial."A lot of them
of it is
out by lawmakers to assess such benchmarks have been and so, even if 90 percent
President Bush's Iraq war strate- met," and the administration done, it's still a failure."
At the Pentagon, spokesman
gy, congressional auditors have plans to assert that is too tough a
standard to be met at this point Geoff Morrell previewed the
determined.
administration's response to the
The Associated Press has in the surge, the officials said.
report, comparing it unfaGAO
that's
if
that
clear
pretty
"It's
the
Government
learned
July findings.
Accountability Office, or GAO, your measurement standard a vorably to the
the
13
of
least
at
that
will report
18 benchmarks to measure the
surge of U.S. troops to Iraq are
unfulfilled ahead of a Sept. 15
deadline. That's when Bush is to
give a detailed accounting of the
situation eight months after he
announced the policy, according
to three officials familiar with
the matter.
The officials, who spoke on
condition of anonymity because
the report has not been made
public, also said the administration is preparing a case to play
down the filiclings. arguing that
Congress ordered the GAO to
use unfair, "all or nothing" standards when compiling the document.
The GAO is to give a classified briefing about its findings
to lawmakers on Thursday. It is
not yet clear when its unclassified report will be released but it
is due Sept. 1 amid a series of
assessments called for in
January legislation that authorized Bush's plan to send 30.000
more troops to Iraq. where there
is now a total of more than
160,000 troops.
Among those Bush will hear
from are the Joint Chiefs of
Staff; Defense Secretary Robert
Gates; the commander of U.S.
forces in Iraq, Gen. David
Petraeus: and the U.S. ambassador to Iraq, Ryan Crocker. The
Pentagon said Wednesday Bush
was likely to get a variety of
views from different military
officials. Bush will then deliver
his own report to Congress hy
Sept. IS.
The GAO report comes at a
pivotal time in the Iraq debate.
So far. Republicans have mostly
stood by Bush on the war and
staved off Democratic demands
of troop withdrawals. But in
exchange for their support,
many GOP members said they
wanted to see substantial
progress in Iraq by September
or else they would call for a new
strategy, including possibly a
withdrawal of troops.
Democrats are expected this
fall to push for another round of
votes on their legislation ordering most troops out by spring. A
likely target for the debate will
he a $147 billion bill the military needs to fund the wars in
Iraq and Afghanistan. The
pnces, and intermediate markdowns may have been taken.
Of
and .98 ending merchandise. Actual sales may not have been made at the 'regular' 'original'
'Excludes
money covers the 2007 budget
year, which begins Oct. 1.
The GAO, the congressional
watchdog, is expected to find
that the Iraqis have met only
modest security goals for
Baghdad and none of the major
political aims such as passage of
an oil law.
The White House declined to
comment on the specific findings of the GAO report. which
one official said would put the
example of
savings
Iraqi government's success rate
9.oodYs
at about 20 percent.
original
"While we've seen progress
ticketed price 24.00
in some areas, it would not sursale price
pnse me that the GAO would
14.40
make this assessment given the
final price
difficult congressionally man4 80
dated measurement they had to
total
follow," said Gordon Joluidroe.
savings of
1 9.20
spokesman for the National
Security Council.
An internal White House
memorandum, prepared to
original ticketed
respond to the GAO findings.
price
says the report will claim the
Iraqis have failed on at least 13
benchmarks It also says the critena lawmakers set for the
report allow ITO room to rep,r,
progress. only absolute suckx,
or failure
The memo argues that the
GAO will not present a "true
picture" of the situation in Iraq
because the standards were
"designed to lock in failure,"
Intermediate markdowns have been taken
according to portions of the document read to the AP by an official who has seen it
By contrast, the memo say s.
a July intenm report on the
surge called for the administration to report on "progress"
made toward reaching the wideranging benchmarks
The July report said the
administration believed the
Iraqis had made satisfactory
progress on eight of the 13
benchmarks. It graded six as
unsatisfactory and said two
were mixed. It said it was too

labor day weekend sale

PRICE REDUCTIONS!

save
60% 70%
off original ticketed prices

WEAR NOW FASHIONS THAT GO FROM SUMMER TO FALL
•juniors' short sleeve polos
•juniors' selected shoes
• boys'& girls' knit tops
• plus & petite related separates

•juniors' sleeveless tops & tanks
• boys'& girls' short sleeve screen tees
• misses' related separates
• men's & young men's shorts,tees & polos

FINAL DAYS TO SAVE!

CLEARANCESPRING & SUMMER MARKDOWNS
80% oft

• misses• petites • plus-size •juniors • men
• young men • accessories • kids • shoes

plus

NOW

9.98

goody+s
shopgoodys.c‘m
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Calloway County Public Library
41.1111.11111...11111111111
will be closed for four days

White receives scholarship from West Kentucky RECC
Haley White. a 2007 graduate of Calloway County High
School. has been awarded a
$1.000 West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative Corporation Scholarship
White is the daughter of
Kelly White and Nix Ann
White She is attending Murray State University where she
is mayonng in chemistry
While in high school, White
was a member of the Beta
Club, future Business Leaders
of Amenta and the Pep Club
She was also active in Leadership Tomorrow/Leadership
Tomorrow Alumni and the Fellowship of Chnstian Athletes
White participated on the
Vacuty_.Socc_cir Team.
stry -Track Team end was -a
She
Varsity Cheerleader
received academa awards in
soccer. theerleading, track.
algebra II, science II. e-commerce and pre-calculus
The cooperative otters eight
scholarships,
two
college
awards in each of the four districts the cooperative serves
District' 1-Calloway County.
Distnct 2-Carlisle and Hickman Counties. District 3-Graves
County, and District 4-Mar-

Calloway County Publk Library wW be
closed for four days for the Labor My,
holiday weekend.
During this period of Friday, Saturdaya,
Sunday and Monday, the carpets in thg
library' will be cleaned.
Ben Graves, library director, said "w4
take this opportunity on a holiday to hay
our carpets cleaned so they will be c
pletely dry when we reopen Tuesday mo
ing at 8 a.m."
lo's
hours for the library at 8 a.ng..."
Datebook to 8Regular
p.m., Monday through Friday, 9 a.n4,
By Jo Burkeen
to 5 p.m. on Saturday, and 1 to 5 p.tina
Community
on Sunday.
Editor

Ruling Star Lodge plans promotion
Ruling Star Lodge will have special promotion on Saturday:
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. at 210 Walnut St., Murray, behink
Murray Supply. The group will be selling BBQ, smoked ri
and chickens as a fundraiser for the lodge. Ribs, full slab, wi
be 513. and whole chickens will be $6.

Park pool to be open three days
Photo provided
West Kentucky RECC board members, from left, Ted Lovett, Bob Hargrove and Jamie Potts
present a $1,000 West Kentucky RECC scholarship to Haley White, center front.
shall and Livingston C'ountics
These scholarships are available to students whose parents
are members of West Kentucky
Rural Electnc Cooperative

Recipients must have a good
academic performance in high
school
West Kentucky RECC is
proud to sponsor these schol-

arships and encourages any eligible high school senior to
apply. Applications may be
picked up in January from any
West Kentucky RECC office

Rally for a Cure Breast Cancer Golf
Tournament to be at Oaks Country Club
Die Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club of Murray will
support the Rally for A Cure
golf program and the Susan
Komen Breast Cancer Foundation during a golf event on
Wednesday, Oct 3, beginning
at 9 It) M at the club
This year Mai% the 11th year

that the ladies ot the club have
pledged their support and teed
off against breast canter
A field of over 100 players is expected at the tournament. There will he a men's,
mixed and ladies division Men
over the age of 65 will tee
off from the yellow tees.

All players are entitled to
free one-year subscnption to
Golf Digest For Men or Golf
for Women magazine. All the
administrative costs of Rally For
A Cure are covered by Golf
For Women magazine.
Many door pnzes will be
awarded. Pnzes will be awarda

ed to the tournament winners
after lunch is served
In the event you arc unable
to play, your donation will be
appreciated and may be made
payable to Rally for the Cure
and mailed to Melva Hatcher.
1504 Glendale Rd.. Murray.
KY 42071

Recital to be held Saturday at Murray State University
•I.rom Russia With Love.'
a Murray State University faculty recital by violinist Dr
Sue Jean Park. will be held
p iii III the Per
Saturday at
forming Arts Hall on the Set.ond floor of the Doyle Fine

Arts Building
Dr Jung-won Shin will
accompany on piano
The program will feature
works by Sergei Prokot.es
including sonata for violin and
piano No.1 in f minor No2

in D major
Born q Seoul. South Korea,
Park berm her studies on the
violin with her mother begtnShe
rung at the age of 6
graduated from Yale University and the University of Texas

NEW Real Estate
Community Information Guide!

The swimming pool at Murray-Calloway County Central
Park will be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. on Saturday and
Monday and from 1 to 6 p.m. on Sunday, according to Mike
Sykes. aquatics director.

University School/College High reunion
University School/College High Class of 1967 will have its
40-year reunion on Sunday and Monday. A reception/open
house will be held at the Wrather Museum on the Murray
State University campus on Sunday from 2 to 5 p.m. All class
members, friends, faculty and family members are invited. A
luncheon will be at August Moon on Monday at 11:30 a.m.
If you are a member of the class, or know someone who is,
please submit your information to Kathy Kopperud at
kathykopOhotmail.com or e-mail Kopperud for more details
concerning the lunch or reception/open house.

Grogan reunion on Sunday
The annual Grogan reunion will be Sunday, Sept. 2, at I
p.m. at University Church of Christ. A potluck meal will be
served. For more information call 759-3159,

Charlton reunion on Saturday
The Charlton family reunion, descendants of Grover and
Beatrice Charlton, will be Saturday at the Woodmen of the
World Service Center, 330 C.C. Lowry Dr., Murray. A potluck
meal will be served at noon. For questions or requests for
directions to the new location for the reunion call Pat Latimer
at 492-8203.

at Austin where her pnmary
CCHS Class of 1987 plans reunion
teachers included the legendary
Calloway County High School Class of 1987 will have its
violinist. Erick Fnedman and
20-year reunion on Saturday in the Murray room of the RegionVincent Friuelli.
al Special Events Center of Murray State University. If you
She was concertmaster of
are a member of this class, or know someone who is, please
several orchestras such as
submit your information for free at www.classmates.com or eJenessses Musicales World
mail Lee Ann Taylor at cchsclassof87@hotmail.com for more
Orchestra (UNESCO), and details concerning the dinner and other events that weekend.
Seoul Youth Philharmonic
Orchestra. As an orchestral
MHS Advisory Council to meet
musician, Park toured Europe.
Murray High School Advisory Council for the Den will
Asia and Israel as a member
meet Friday at noon at the school.
of Jenesses Musicales World
Orchestra
Conductors for this orches- Hazel Lions Club plans sale
Hazel Lions Club will have its light bulb and broom sale
tra included Sir Neville Manner
Murray. For more
and Kurt Masur along with today starting at 5:30 p.m. in the city of
or
492-8424.
call
498-8324
information
soloists such as C;idon Kremer. She also was the associate concertmaster of the Rome Mother to Mother Group to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
Festival Orchestra in Italy and
a pnncipal violin of Yale Phil- is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episharmonia, Pacific Music Fes- copal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
tival Orchestra in Japan. and Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.
the Victoria Symphony.
As a soloist. Park played with
the Jenesses Musicales World Democratic meeting today
Calloway County Democratic Party will meet today at 5 at
Orchestra and Seoul Youth Philharmonic Orchestra as well as its fall campaign headquarters at 516 Main St.. Murray. This
numerous solo recitals. She has is the former Twin Lakes building. All Democrats arc invited.
won competitions both in the For more information call David Ramey, county chairman, at
U S and Korea including a prize 759-9905
for her piano quartet in the International Chamber Music Com- Art Guild offering classes
Murray Art gild is offenng Youth Art Classes beginning
petition
Currently, Park is assistant September. Classes include "Messy Fnday" for 3-6 years old.
professor of violin and viola "After School Studio in Painting and Drawing" for ages 6-9
at Murray State University and and "MAG Juniors for ages 10-13. For more information sec
concertmaster of the Jackson murrayutguildorg or contact the guild at 753-4059 or murraSymphony
Orchestra. Her I yartguild@murray-ky.net.
upcoming projects Include a
solo performance of Ho Than- Glory Bound Entertainment Friday
hao and Chen Gang's ButterGlory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Fro
fly Lovers Concerto with The day from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen UnitJackson Symphony. and an ed Methodist Church. 4726 Ky 121 North at Stella. Featured
upcoming duo CD release with
will be Janice Schecter and As One. There is no admission
Shin
charge. but items for Need Line will be accepted. For more
information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643. Renee Taylor at
753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glory-boundOhot
mail.com.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
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Reformers Unanimous, a Chnst-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a nde call 753-1834.

Shriners sponsor Bingo
Murray Shnners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
pm. at the Shnne Club facility. Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine chantable activities.

TOPS to meet today
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter 0469
will meet today at c 15 in the annex of Calloway Public
Library The meeting is open to the public For Information
call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

Republican women to meet
Murray:Calloway C'orty Republican Women's flub will
meet tonight at 7 at the Calloway County Public Library. All
interested women are invited. For more information call Ashley Boyd, vice president of the club by e-mail at ashleyi_boyd0lhormail corn.
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NOTICE TO ESTABLISH A BRANCH OFFICE
This is to inform the public that under 12 C F R SealOall 545 93 of the Regulations
of the Office of Thrift Supervision (MS), Woodforest Bank, 1330 Lake Ftobbuis
Drive, Suite 150, The Woodlands,%ma 77380, intends to eetabliah a branch office
at the following location Murray KY Branch - 809 North 12th. Murray, KY 42071.
Anyone may submit written comments within 30 calendar days of the date of publication of this notice The comment must be sent simultaneously to Frederick R.
Casteel, Regional Director. Office of Thrift Supervision, 225 East John Carpenter
Freeway, Suite 500, Irving, Texas 75062-2326, and to the attention of James
Drethelbui of Woodforest Bank to it. address stated above Written comments in
opposition to establishment of the proposed branch should address the regulatory
basis for denial of such application, and be supported by the information specified
in 12 C FR Section 516 1201ai You may request a meeting on such application by
including a written request for • meeting with your comment to OTS Your
request should describe the nature of the issues or facts to be discussed and the
reaaons why written submissions are insufficient to adequately address these facts
or issues. CMS will grant a meeting request only when it finds that written subIllisaiOna are inallnklen2 to address the facts or issues raised, or otherwise determines that a meeting will benefit its decision making process
You may view the non-confidential portions of all comments filed with OTS by contacting the MS Regional Office hated above This information is available for
public viewing at the appropriate OTS Regional Office during regular business
hours If you have any questions concerning these procedures, contact the OTS
Regional Office at 972) 277-9500

PUBLIC NOTICE
Public notice is hereby given that the United States District Court for the
Western District of Kentucky has appointed James R Coltharp, Jr as warning
order attorney to notify any unknown heirs or spouses of Daniel Byrd. last
known address Edmondson Street, Sikeston, Millaollrl 63801, of the pendency of
a foreclosure action styled United States of America v Tracy G Nuguid nikla
Tracy G. Stockwell. et al, 5 06-CV-201-R Anyone with knowledge of. person
or persons who may have been mamed to, or . etrs of, Darnel Byrd, should contact James R Coltharp. Jr . at 300 Broadway, Paducah, Kentucky 42001,
270-443-4516 Failure of any unknown heir or spouse of Daniel Byrd to make
himself known to Jame' Coltharp or the court may result in a loss of any inter•
cut he may have had in the property subject to the foreclosure action

PUBLIC AUCTION
Neon Beach Mini Storage
812 Whitnell Ave
Fnday, August 31, 2007 • 500 p.m.
Unite to be sold are 1319. B93, C36, and E28
due to non-payment

Elizabeth Louise Diggs
Our Heartfelt Thanks to all
who extended comforting
sympathy and help in our
recent sorrow For the
beautiful service, floral
offerings, and other kindness,
we are deeply grateful. Also
many thanks to hospice for
their special care.
060
Make
LABOR Day Weekend
Sale at Hitching Pos
in
Aurora
Gifts
Discounts up to 40%
through
Saturday
Monday, 10AM-5PM
474-2286
NEED ladies to bowl
on Tues night league
Stan Sept 4th 6 30
Call Carolyn 753-1335
Individuals or teams
welcome
1ind Found
111
LOST: Last seen in
Abmo vicinity Black &
tan English Shepherd
clog Wearing red collar
& blue flea cone r
Dixie
to
Answers
759-1330. 293-

SUBSCRIBE
TODAY!

Et.

Hale UMW
BEAUTICIANS
nail techs with a
clientele send
resume to P0
Murray,
970.
42071

and
good
your
Box
KY

of
BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions Certified Nursing
We offer
Assistants
competitive wages and
an excellent benefit
package Apply in person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Mein
Hwy 641S
Street
Benton, KY 42025
EOEJAAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
ASSISBUSINESS
TANT We are a growing Dental practice
looking for an individual
with a great personality
to grow with us Dental
experience preferred
Send resume to PO
Box 1040-A. Murray.
KY 42071
CDL drivers, dump
trucks 759-0501. 7531537

$7411 PER HOUR
Pleasant voices needed immediately for
easy pan-lim• phone
work No selling
Mon -Thurs
Work
4PM-7PM Will train
759Paid weekly
4958

CON-STRUCTION
work and 'cob site dean
up Fue or part Unlit
Must be dependable
arid neat with a strong
work sew. Call 2937872 for an inMrview.

A child needs you'
Become a looter parent. up to S36/day
270-443WKUSIFS
9004

LAWRENCE Cleaning
Serino* is now Nring
for office cleaning in
Murray Please call
270-217-3521

CREDIT Manager
Finance
Heights
Corporation has an
immediate opening for
a well organized individual with keyboard,
typing and telephone
skills. Must be outgoing. Good starting
salary and benefits
person
in
Apply
between 8.30AM and
5PM Background and
screening
drug
required prior to hire.
DAY CARE
TEACHERS NEEDED
tf you love working with
kids call 753-2777
Must be a high school
grad or have a GED
Can start immediately

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.corn,
you will be redirected
to iobnetwork corn.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this websrte
However. as a national
webute. not all listings
on the ribnetworicom
are placed thmugh
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have my
questions regxdiag
the Murray area
Job listings Thank you.
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be and the piece
for you' Ful lime and
part time positions
available
Apply at
Martial Arts America
1413 Olive Blvd
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111
DOMINOS Pizza is
now looldng for a full
time day driver
Approx. 10-6, 5 days a
week. We NO ONO hirmg night drivers 5-?
Must be friendly &
have reliable trans
portation. Can make
up to 510-515 per
hour. Apply within.

The Murray Ledger & Times is seeking a solid print journalist to cover
variety of topics from city government
to Murray State University. A journalism degree, strong repotting, writing,
and proofreading skills a must. Page
design and photography skills a plus.
Send resume and clips of previous
work to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071. No phone calls.
Interested applicants must apply by
resume only; interviews will be granted to
qualified applicants AFTER resumes are
reviewed. Absolutely no on-the-spot
interviews will be conducted.

LETILER &TIMES
PURCHASING
MANAGER
Leading Bowling Ball manufacturer in
Hopkinsville, KY has an immediate opening for a Purchasing Manager. BS Degree
in Business or related field of study is
required. Candidate should have experience in purchasing to include department
management, negotiating with vendors,
inventory management and cost analysis.
Certification in Production and Inventory
and/or
(APICS)
Management
Certification as a Purchasing Manager
(NAPM) would be a plus. Competitive
salary and excellent benefits, including
401(k).

Please send resume to:
Attn: Materials Manager
Ebonite International, Inc.
P.O. Box 746
Hopkinsville, KY 42241

DRIVER wanted
Fri, Sat, Sun 5-8PM
18 or older with no traffic violations. Apply at
Pizza Pro 605-C South
12th Street No phone
calls please.

GlenDi Inc. is currently seeking applications for the position of a Safety
Director/Dispatcher at their office in
Murray, KY. This person must be able to
work well with others, and have expenence working with a trucking company and
knowing the laws of the Department of
Transportation.
We offer a generous benefit package
including health & life insurance and a
retirement plan.
Please send resume to:

GlenDI Inc.
3015 E. 200 N.
Rochester, IN 46975

*ULTRASOUND AND/OR CT
CAPABILITY REQUIRED
SEND RESUME TO:
Attn: Human Resources
Trigg County Hospital
P.O. Box 312
Cadiz, KY 42211
Applications available online at
AMMO trigghospital org
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Service tech wanted in established agricultural dealership. Serious inquiries only.
Experience a plus. Attractive benefit package. Send resumes to H&R Agri Power,
PO. Box 432. Mayfield, KY 42066

your grandparents and the world how great you
by putting your picture in our
.
Ihirtk theyiere
specialGrandparents Day section on
Saturday, September 8, 2007!

Help Us Help Kids!!
Be a Foster Parent
(270)898-1293
18661 30NECCO
FT Billing Clerk and
LPN for medical office.
Clerk must be experienced in insurance
coding and billing.
Send resume with references to: P.O. Box1040-Y, Murray, KY
42071.
FT data extractor
skills
Computer
required Send resume
to Peco Products, Box
KY
Murray,
363,
42071
GREEN Acres is currently hinng for the folpositions.
lowing
RN/LPN 6A-2P fulltime. SRNA 2P-10P
full-time. Anyone interested in becoming part
of our team may apply
in person at Green
Acres Health Care, 402
St .
Farthing
W
Mayfield. KY 42066
HELP WANTED
Part/Full time 3 shtfts
daily 7 days a week.
$9hr after paid
training + Benefits
Contact us now,
1 -888-974-JOBS or
vernv.18889744obe.com
hiring
now
KFC
cashiers, cooks, and
shift leaders, Must be
available for all shifts.
Apply in person 205 N
12th St.

Captain D's is not.
hiring for Management
Personnel Excellent
benefits, competitive
wages. flexible
schedule Please call

1-800-285-1077
ext. 701
hair
NEEDING
Special
dressers.
Effects, Benton, KY.
Part time or full. 7030542, 437-4755
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drivistn, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

HOSPITAL

•3-5 YRS EXPERIENCE
PREFERRED

GR ANDPARENTS
September 9, 2007

TRIGG*COUNTY
FULL-TIME JOB OPENING
RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGIST

Remember your

NECC4
The Argi if Fianli

.All resumes should be submitted no later
t h an September 10, 2007.

SAFETY DIRECTOR/DISPATCHER

VISA

Looking for
smiling
morning & lunch
help FTXT.
Apply in
person
at Wendfs.
THE Cadiz Record
has an immediate
opening for a sports
writer. FT or will consider PT. Full benefit
package for FT.
Resume to Editor, The
Cadiz Record. P0
Box 1992. Cadiz, KY
42211

NURSE'S AIDE

PERSONS needed to
prepare income tax
Seasonal
returns
employment We will
train Free tax course
Call 753-9204 or 437
4531

Will train if you enjoy working with the
elderly. Pleasant atmosphere. Good
working conditions. Apply in person at
Fern Terrace Lodge. 1505 Stadium View
Dr.. Murray, KY. WE

guard
SECURITY
opening. Murray area
Must be dependable
reliable. Fax resume to
270-444-0389

Single Space - $12.00
tao nese than two chiklren per pieta-el

MAXIMUM 20
WORDS
Double Space - $18.00
MAXIMUM 40

WORDS

Rachel & Sarah Thompson
Grandparents
Ronald & Shirley Thompson
Michael Garland
Lana & Kevin Russell
Dons Garland
' hw.......mwEloise Kavanaugh

Send payment, photo, names
of grandparents, name(s) of
child(ren and self-addressed
stamped envelope for return
of photo to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071

i

DEADIJNE IS
SEPT. SAT 12PM

150
Articles
For Sale
OPERATIONS MANAGER, Regional
Special Events
Center. Full-time (12)
twelve-month position
to begin October
2007. Qualifications:
Bachelor's degree with
(2) two years supervisory experience
required. Must possess ability to plan,
develop, organize and
manage all aspects of
the operational activities of the facility
Must have demonstrated ability to work in
facility management
and event operations.
Excellent public relations, interpersonal
communication skills,
and customer service
are preferred.
Knowledge of
arena/convention facilities, recordkeeping.
report preparation and
finance preferred.
Must be detail-oriented. organized, and
computer literate.
Extended working
hours including
evenings, weekends
and holidays.
Responsibilities
Organize visits and
supervise logistical
operations and setups
for all events in
facility. Develop. create and implement
concepts and ideas to
improve event operations and attract new
business. Plan,
schedule and supervise appropriate levels
of personnel in all
areas of responsibility,
including overtime.
while staying within
budgetary limitations.
Serve as a representative of the Regional
Special Events Center
while attending venous
activities encouraging
growth and interest in
Murray State
University.
Application Deadline
September 21, 2007.
To Apply: Sumn letter
of application, resume,
and names, addresses
and telephone numbers of three references to RSEC.
Search Committee
Chair. Murray State
University, 1401 State
Route 121 North,
Murray, Kentucky
42071-3312 Women
and minorities are
encouraged to apply
Murray State
University is an equal
education and employ
ment opportunity,
liA/F/Di. AA employer

SUBWAY now hiring
Day shift 9-5 only,
Apply in person.

18 FT M&M enclosed
trailer for sale with cabinets (2) 8ft. shop
090
lights (1) 411. light, tile
Domestk & Childcare
floor, fold down rear
door,
$3,500.
CLEANING for Homes (270)293-0660,
or Businesses. I have (270)293-0641
20 years experience. 2 crypts at Murray
270-759-9553
Gardens
Memorial
inside
SWEPT Away
side-by-side
House Chapel level 2. Please
Detailed
Post call (479)750-4811
Cleaning,
Construction, Moving BEAUTY Shop Equip.
In/Out, Weekly Detail.
Stylist chairs, floor
Felicia: 270-227-3031
pads. dryers & chairs,
270-227- glass show case, wall
Danielle:
7257
mount product shelves,

Computer
Connection
403 Sycamore - 752-0438
Computer SalesiSennce
Networking Seri/ices
Law Prete Laptop Redit
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556

wash stations mounted
in cabinets & chairs,
wall mount towel cabinets. 293-9647
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue. $150
each 270-492-8614

Murray Memorial
Gardens
2 Crypts
inside chapel
$8,500
(270)247-0335

ANTIQUES. Call La•
753-3633

Calloway County
"ictorial History &
Family History

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235

Books
759-4938
753-2350

BUYING old U.S. coin
and paper money collections. 293-6999

MOTORCYCLE & ATV
helmets for children &
adults. Jerry's Sporting
Goods. Mayfield.

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
NEW pool table, never
Benson Sporting
used, 1"-slate. solid
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
wood, carved legs, felt,
Murray.
acc. package. retails
GOOD used refrigera- $4,500, selling for
tors, electric ranges. $1,500, must sell
gas heaters, air condi- (573)300-1031
baseboard
tioners,
heaters Used carpetPATIO
ing. 753-4109

FURNITURE
Ns

I I() lit 1
It NI. CARS
pt pick-up
-Pr
as affable
-Iterst prices

KI 5 VI 114,
75.4-SR111

150
Articles
For Sale
07 Hot tub, brand new
in package 6-7 person,
lots of lets, digital.
ozoneator. water fall,
cover, retail $7 300,
must sell $3.600
(573)300-1031
PLAYSTAT1ON 1 & 2
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square
Huge Selection. Great
Pnces, 753-0530

Like new high end
amencan made New
in 2004- never out in
weather Loveseat, 2
arm chairs. 2 end
tables, coffee table,
serving cart. 48 in,
dining table and 6
matching chairs.

753-5763 or
293-5019

Ageliness
CHEST freezer. $75
293-0247
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD Eilidisis
On the Square Murray

(270) 753-1713

CLASSIFIEDS

211 • I huradas, Auguat MI. 2007

LABOR DAY AUCTION
Saturday, Sept. 3, 2007•9 a.m.
Al the lien Stiller Auction Bars. Lytle Grove. Kl.
From Mayfield, h 1 take Hos. 121 South through Coldwater. turn
onto Hey. 1836 South, follow to auction. hum Murray, IS1 take 94
West to I.ynn Cone, turn on to Hwy. 1493, follow to auction.
Set auction signs.
Super nice shop made John Deere type wagon. nice oak wash stand & rak
- nice antique 4 drawer chest- turned leg lamp table - 6 oak 1-back diniin
hairs nice old floor lamp & ash tray - old tin door pie safe • 12) 4.1d
trunks - nice old waterfall 1 pc bedroom suite - nice dining tall* & 6
chairs fancy told-up rocker - set of three stools - nice dresser & cheat sanity lamps - nice sofa & odd chairs desk chair - fine table lamps. some
with leather shades - Ken Holland full moon 1996 - Ken Holland He
Lcatieth Me 1977 Limited table stereo - antique mahogany settee &
chain • (.'attle On A 'thousand Hills 19141 Limited lay_Ken Holland - lamp
tables. some glasstop wheelchair stack washer & dryer - electric cook
Anse - frost free refrigerator 25-1) propane gas home healer - iron bed
vibrass musiuuctit cap. other metal beds folding chairs - large thimble collection - LACM Co Ilata.ue ii %INA 1-5,5 • old owl cookie jar sery old multi-coke dishes pink & green depression - mantel vase - nice
old tea pitcher - dead egg plate candy. relish & pickle dishes - American
Foeurta cake stand other cake stands - moon stone glass - stone vase tea glasses etched w/hrush gold • hand blown glass amber pieces - white
Dover min stone dish - 7 covered ref dishes - Fueling cups & saucers old Pyrex 4 rime set 11111 mg bowls - other old mixing howls - hen on nest
old KC tongs • old Admiral & Westinghouse table radios - metal blade
fan • old dolls & parts aluminum pitcher & glasses made in Italy - press
cut glasses - Blue Ridge pieces - old flat irons - old costume Jewelry • red
handle Hollywood mixer - small brown atone piece scratched on Othell
clocks - Big Ben clock • pies & pans - small kitchen appliPasthall
ances - nice Innainue fold wheelchair - old_treadie_seamg
22 Renungion rifle model 511 The Score Master - sery old single barrel
small antiphead wifduel back-wheels shotgun Honda Ransher -E. S
Eirehairk gas engine Poser Kan Blade 1 - like new 46(C terminator
medium motorbike lifan counter scales and much more
Sat retponsrAk foe accident% Lunch availabk.

DAN MILLER 435-4144, DARRELL BEANE 4354420
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS
Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn #1281 Firm 2333
'My Service Doesn t Cost It Pays

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, ept. 1,-2007.1-0 aoril.
11 the home of Mr. Paul & Ihrroths 11Isuorth
s. 2140, follovi 2,10 to Lakewas
I nom Sierras, lal lake 94 Fast to
Shores & Cedarling !fills to hdgrssoiid lir. to %Sind* ard Lane.
Set 41It ttnn signs.
>4114C lisima Wright grandfather cloc
OA: ill, lac.,
k
abed si.fa A joir rice
knee hOlf desk computer desk &
4.a.c hit of
mix desk light (Ice Libk lamp 4
•uter nice hig
'..dn.-n suite +Jai dresset wrwood pulls & glove Noes stereo !pc hedante Old ratite %Ida..
& turned kg'. blue flower chairs other odd
• marble triad .redenia end talk' sianyo IS A stand rosker recliner
A fun,
.eclar . tic us herr% set salt 'elle. Prestige plate 12 place
?Tamar in ni,c eiss1 no. .ilscr plated trApol ,IC4111Cf. stlIfJ1 & tray
aloc,ntain
Lard ,I1111.4 rriaik in 1'5 A 5'. -n 1st edition Christmas
`4 's
"
'‘I Sit t lvdesdale horse It blue press glass •
?1st, 3,114110 A eagle figurines ni.e bird figurines Meadow Lark &
Arlan
p44 fin. h blue hod owl(aro duct Down
tam', telephone Sippri,up h sau..er Butler desk medicine
n
,
ti N1.111 rlf•Cs 4,111U41 efl,VI.Igrett411.4 nice trained print.. oil painting
saire.oes casi iron
tk.ii stop Cs ia N.A. !nasal. Island, Kotsin Hord
'1
I P. • late
Caw. Red Badge („“uragc Adventure of Pim
R.nin I ruse A ,ehrls large lot 00 lawn & bedspreads 1.4 ot hand- d pr,ster VIC", I en..'. eat•hfill g.uc Non/. saufNial ,arha,painting
• gla.....andietioliters stem gtasscs sin( glasses etched red blue A tnr.“
P
nosing is.al% I onung and((ireikware slang,
hccaltasi
pots A p.m, old glass & china
s.crse
.tue Nati,
.unas,
rnarricer.
r I 101)CI Pflt.0 11.),),- Ill & ford Mrfal 1,
ka meta!
-1-1Stai.b11,.‘ A )1,4 %bet; AcCutitein AlahChrss
i1001 Liapt Aadei .
,t/iirf 'stat'sig fiyucinrs lighting Krup,:r
.-nu,
..er in mcial ts , c I is. kangcr Rides Again senalser in .vriginal bus Ti..
is Indian Pinto S..,sci 1.ine Ranger Kide. Again Marksman IWO au pi
plates small kitchen appliance.
• tint Id punk. A 'raffia,
,.1,1 in full 1.1 old mar
• • is(vkl Hand'. V.I, LAtta.ntcr
chest
44 u-5ords s Oak +ac'.-. I P hats'. molts & other 014 guilts Kerala nnrs.
rthc .44 trust. fishing ta•lir said furniture
A stints-. isskri
-cater leaf fikiser fund A sad ion.ls and mush riser
5,5

,hle fee orestkags. Lame ineliable.

DAN MILLER 4354144. DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS
ucensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn *1281 FIrm 2333
*My Service Doesn t Cost. It Pays.

OUTSTANDING 2-RING
ANTIQUE AUCTION
3-9:00AM

LABOR DAY, SEPT.
PREVil YV BEGINS 7 30AM

BENTON AUCTION HOUSE
98 NORTH MAIN, BENTON KY 42025
A Quality Antique Sate of 500* Items Inside 100s OF
Collectibles. Antiques & Household Items Outside'
9.00A14 Outside ihng Starts With Collectibles Antiques.
Cast Iron. Primitives ai Household Items. A Full Corr Of
Selling' Held Rain Or Shine - Bring A Chair Fee This Sale'
10.00AM 15Pcs Heywood Wakefield. 7Pc Willett Cherry
Bern Set. Nice O.K. Walnut. Mahogany & Cheery Furniture:
PrimIthe Furniture, Well Telephone. China. Glassware. Pot
terry, Ironstone, Advertising Items. Victorian Collectibles.
Slow:plate & Sterling Ant Mesh Purses. 15 Slthouettes,
Lampe. Rugs, Clocks. Collectible Sewing Machines, Jugs &
Crocks, Cast Iron, Country Smelts, Quilts & Much More'
Absentee & Phone Bats A« epted Until B OOPM Sept 2
No Buyer s Premium Smoke Free Facility Lunch Available
LUTIN0 ON WILSSITE.
2011*
wirerw.ileastinaisetionaorwice.cowe

AUSTIN AUCTION SERVICE

)

ST. AT. 97 MAYFIELD. KY
RALPH AUSTIN. AUCTfOriffiR Lit. P2471
270-705-4859
WW ALISTINAUCTIONSILBVICE.001111

- Check us out on the Web!

IlkIetram!
m
.
F °Ir
m.11.111'1 ri.
(WATERFRONT AUCTION

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS NEW NOME
Sollwrility. Sept SIB% At 10:00 ABA.
Ow Illaricieg Lake "Ceemen Mae Sewer'
107 tare Illimill - Naar Edify wills, KT
From 1-24, EMI 45 Take Hwy 293 w To Hwy 93
Turn Left, Proceed SE 5.3 Mites To Hwy 274,Turn
Right Proceed South 5.2 Mlles To Howard Rd
-Cannon Hills South" Ow Right Proceed IMO
Me To Lee Rd,Turn : . To The • ;...0
1.41 Wooded Acres - Dockable
Gentley Slopes To 132 Of Lake Frontage
111

Murray Ledger & Times

HUGE YARD SALE
5 miles out on Hwy. 80 at the
corner of Purdom Rd. on left
In garage
Fri. • 3PM-6PM

Sat.• 6AM-12PM
lots of odds & ends, tools, girl clothes,
boy shoes, tires, furniture, 4 wheeler.
More to be added

0
11

MOVING SALE
1306-G South 12th St.
•

GA
.___ ......-.., 44.
A Quality New Nome Built
With Pride And Characater
For A Video Tour Visit
www.Jamesrcash.com
Or Call For A Private Showing
I I ox Down illobewee Iles 30 Days 1
7

jC
R

a
1
U
Jr"
- ' - ...EE;I:E:..EiTEE::.E:
Fili64111.1 V.270-623-8466 t
,
.
R
The Selling MI( ilfIle

thaki e-. rl ai
!
fi
l r-rm at1J'!ll

(ABSOLUTE AUCTIOP)
NO INNIONNIUMSII NO RESERVATIONS!'
Sat. Sept.1 Mk at 10:00 A.
A Snort Ortare Waal Of liikarrory, K Y
Near limn Glove And Farmington
From Murray, Take Hwy 94 West To 3,5 Mlles
Past Lynn Grove To Beech Grove Rd,Turn Left
And Proceed 1/5 Mile From Farmington, Take
Hwy 121 SE To Beech Grove Rd. -Hwy 1914"
Turn Right. Proceed To Hwy 94, Cross Hwy fat
-Posted!!
Pvoc..d South 1/2 Mile..'
Alk.C.WIZ IE.S.
45.
in 5 Tracts And in Combinations
A Nice Little Perini
Fromuting Beech Grove & Barimidt Roads
sasIrrs WOODS FARM LAIN • NUNTIIN
Trait 1 - 4.0 Acres Tract 2 - 4.0 Acres
Trial 4- 15.4 Awls
Trilit 3- 11.0 Acres
Trost 5 - 11.2 Awes
All With Pared Need Pratte.*
Buy Any inellvidueiTraet, Crienbineasetri
Or The Ent** Property)
[ iii% Deem IMO Allidimes'apse* le
0,MM Per Week lialasiee le 74 Newt
visit /WM/101/.111111mosanoshati.oera
Foe new Saff very And Tract Deteitel
Thar Asowtion Will Car Ow Sitter

AMES R. CASH
isTEFKAEP -,
ir

ii to -4'.,".., ;:4;;',' ., 270-623-8466
n
'The Salton Machine ';IC

For liwe

Woke
trumpet
HOLTON
Comes with cut mute
Straight mute c41 iyer
for marching cleaning
metronome
tools
case $200 270 753
3520 after 4PM
Hamm For Sais

iu
OWNER
FINANCE
18 313R 28A $5.000
down $645 month 1
acre 72 Sundance
753-1011
18X80 mobile home
Guam cabinets.
$10,500
270-293-0715
1994 1840 30/1 26A
Good condemn, some
aPpkinctis Must be
moved. $13,500. 270706-1101
2001 Fleetwood IlleS0
316; 26& ewe rice.
270-489-2525
CoVEANIAINT
FUNDS FOR 1ST
TIME HOME BUYERSI Zero down) Mur
land or lareily land
731-564-4924 Ends
August 15
Fe Are
(2) 19R duplexes 505
We $250 each 4929225. 270-519-2702
OR 2br sots new
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109
1BR IBA, washer A
Oyer included. 0375
Call Campbell Rosily
759-8790
l. oppilmoss Ournetted
University
Heights Subdivision
No pets [Nowa
$.5/more'. 753-4037
or 753.1951
tOR. venous locstions.
$200-$300 Gateman
RE 753.9008
28$ idnau
sowenert 206 Cheery
St electric neat. windeer
$350/mo
$350/dep 753-5341
.13R Duplex 1302
asileywood $425nrio
7sW 9920 293-1446

28R bock, siod hookup
carport. patio No pets
$355 a month
753-6931 or 293-6070
213$1 duplex, nice.
CAVA. appliencm fur
rdahed Venous locations Coleman RE
753-9994
washer/dryer.
2BR
quiet neighborhood, no
pets $475/month •
deposit 753-0919
48R 28.4. ail appliances central H/A.
Coleman RE 753-900
ME Oak Apts.
Meaty Remodeled
19R $290.00
MR 6340.00
3EIR $425.00
$100 dimwit mode
for quelled applIcantS.
Ofnce hours 8-2
Mon-FA
Cal today for appointment
753-8221
NEAR university. I
29$ apts 753 1252
7553-0808
NICE 2br 1 %a apt
does to campus. Inc
and ref req $525/mo
978-0858
NOW LEASING
i 2 3bedroorn Apts
W.accept Section
vouchers
Apply al Mum-Cat Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1 -400446-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
1111001W
$100 Deposit
1OR S325
2OR $375
Call Today,
753-51/10
SOUTHWOOD eondorniniums AN appliances Included
7S7-99411

Ri

se Far Peet

ISA in county Lease a
deposit No pets
753-0728 994-3306

Calloway Carden./Essex Downs
Apartments
thuguid Dri,c, • \I

`i

270-753-8556
T1)1) 1-800-545-1833 - It. 2114
Me and Ts" Bedroom Apanmcm,
( entral Hear lad air
S.. mina Applicanniro
(Hike Hours 8 RAW - 12 p.m.
I p.m. to 4 p.m.

0

Paint & paint supplies: 20-50% off,
Wallpaper: $2, Borders: $1,
Stocked hardwood: $1/sq.ft.,
Tile: 50e/sq.ft.,
Carpet & vinyl pieces: $3-$6
All sales final. 753-3321

YARD SALE
Formerly Bob's
Corner Store,
New Concord
Fri., Sat., & Sun.
10AM-7
Irving room suite.
TV, Coca Cola
dock & other Coca
Cola items. Noah's
Ark baby bed, lots
more 436-2487

YARD SALE
1461
BURKEEN
RD.
HWY 80)
T141LiRS 8/30
FRI 8/31
SAT 9/1
Too many
items to
mention

I

Mu

IMIS
Rie EMI.

Al Real Estate adver 4 bedroom, 2 bath.
used in the newspaper 1,765 still. 9.453
to the acres, fenced pasture.
Subilact
lb
Federal Fair Housing 20x40 barn. Two miles
Act of 1968, as amend- south of Lynn Grove,
ed, which makes it ille- flashing light at 1650
Rayhorn (Hwy. 893)
gal to advertise any
Motivated seller Make
preference, limitation
or discrirrunabon based an offer Call Val
on race, color, religion. Frednck RE/941ex ALA
436-5916 or 978-1202
Sex, or national origin
or an intention to make Office 759-9016
any such preference, FOR sale by owner
limitation, or discnmi- 38R 28A house and 50
nation This newspaper acres on Highway 121
will not knowingly South 978-0505 or
accept any advertising 436-2051
for real estate which is FSBO
148
in notation of the law Edinborough Dr W
Our readers are hereby 3BR 2BA, approx
all
that
informed
bonus
2.200 sq ft
dwellings advertised in room, 3 years old
this newspaper are (270)976-2852
available on an equal
FSBO: Gatesborough
opportunity basis.'
tn-level 48R 38A, inpool.
RESIDENTIAL or com- ground
mercial property for $250,000. 293-2418
sale 94W 1 mile from GATESBORO. 2000
town 2BR brick on sq ft, split-level, 3-4
approx
1 5 acres bed, 2 bath Garage,
$90,000 080 753- den, office, fireplace
2225 or 759-1509 after 270-978-3067
5
1‘t 81 5 Hot .1,
Localion.
%11) Condition
..ikVIAL reati.
vrt soh erna
270-761-1BI 1

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

Ali

One
San
Dy
pled
tied
new
$251
mat
cies
of t
call
882

-Go
Bus
inve
Juni
Jew
rack
stet
coot
mar
Con
270

ICE
Pan
bus/
dew
Iran
Gro
opp
Rep
M
Lou

Lake Property

BACKYARD
SALE

Houses For Nat
1EIR, 8 miles north,
$350• deposit, no
pets 753-8582 or
227-1935

317 Irvan
Fri. & Sat.
7:30-7

2 3 & 48R houses
Lease & deposit
required 753-4109
28R IBA in Panorama
$295 per month plus
deposit 978-0742
mown/
IBA.
29$
remodeled, no pets
415 S 10th $425
month 270-293-4602
or 270-435-4602

lane girls clothes
6-8 daybed, larger
ladies clothes,
household items.
fish tank, books,
large assortment
of stuff

YARD SALE

2814, stove, refrigerator, mini blinds, carport,
clean, $450 month,
$300 deposit, 407
South 10th 759-1987

803 S. 9th
Sat., Sept. 1
8AM-12PM

38R 1 56A. immaculate condition, extended lease required. no
pets References and
deposit required 1116
Fairlane Dr $850 per
month 270-293-4602
Of 270-435-4602

antique toddler
bed, rocker, roseback chair, couch,
toys, clothes, loft
bed. misc

38R 28* IMM home.
Quiet neighborhood.
large fenced-in backCall
yard
CAVA
Cornerstone Realty
Rental 781-RENT. ask
for Bonnie.
3I3R 213A. son. above
ground pool on 2
acres. $8.50/mo. plus
deposit. 270-293.8890
313R, 1-1/28A. S.W. of
town, large yard.
(wage door opener,
9P9Maoces. $750/mo.
• deposit. references.
NO PETS 753-7920
LOVELY 3BR. 28*
2100 xi ft home w/ 2
car attached garage
large yard and 14 mile
Prom Kg Lake in
Cypress Bay area
$750 monthly sv $1000
secu.ity
deposit
Reterences required
731-2328150

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
-Inside climate control
storage

•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
-We sell boxes(
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

E

MI Prep For Rea

OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location 753-2905 293
1480
Office Space
Economical stogie furnished offices for ease
with common board
room CENTURY
21 ask for Loretta
7531492

LAKEFRONT
SPECIAL
3.15 AC - $149,900
w/ 2 Boat Sap&
Wooded park-like setting has 2 prime WF
hornesrtes Great location on Kentucky Lake
Don't miss this one,
call now 1-800-7043154 x 1448

KM I 1 I OR \(ll

DOG Obedience
436-2858
HEELER puppies for
sate Born 7/29/07
270-705$73/each
0667

'-'11-7541-41474

puppies
SHIH-T2U
AKC. CRC. dew dews
shots.
removed,
wormed,
male
female. $300- $350
270-251-0310 after 11
AM

AL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Lamed al 720 S Sth St

11YR OH gelding. kid
broke 270-293-0715

Sport Ugly Snakes
2001 Jeep Cherokee
Sport 4x4 Alloy
wheels, automatic
transmission, AC,
power windows, power
locks, tinted windows,
130,000 miles. $5,750.
270-759-1566
490
Weave
04 Volvo S60-F)
300hp IMMACULATE
LUXURY
270.227.3303
Prix.
2000 Grand
98,000 miles, excellent
condition. Take over
payments. Call
293-6517 or 489-2863

92 Ford F150 ext. cab
Black, brand new tires.
•••OWNER
$2.500 060. 270-705FINANCING
405 S 5th St. 3BR 3607
1BA, $3,000 down.
Bests I Motors
$450 month. 753-2727
1502 Henry St.. 38R.
hardwood floors, city
school district,
$89 ,900 293-0277
anytime
1607 Kirkwood
Elegantly remodeled.
redecorated, nice lot,
trees, excellent location. completely updated, many modern
features, 29$. 2-BA,
master vnth whirlpoolwalk-on shower, LA &
sunroof!) w/bay windows, great room- nice
FP- gas-logs, French
doors to deck, updated kitchen and dining area, nice almond
cabinets & appliances.
new roof & covered
gutters. CMJA Must
see to appreciate
(270)753-8029
1710 Magnolia Drive,
4-BR, 3-BA, LA, OR,
eat-in kitchen, recreation room. Well maintained. 227-5414
2 or 38R, 28A. CAVA
very dose to the lake
(270)873-8000

AAF Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

270-436-54%
276.293-0116

Labor Day
LAKEFRONT SALE
1+ AC - $74,900
w/ BOAT DOCK
Pay NO Closing
Costs!
Beautifully wooded
waterfront on Kentucky
Lake Excellent financing. Call now 1-800704-3154, x.1442

3-4 bedroom brick,
2-bitei on 2 lots
$165.000 (270)7534109
38$ I Bath Murray
Wheel &Mot CAVA.
newly remodeled 2270345
1\1\11111AI!
111111 1:1 till'

55 11,4

011111

PROCEEDS benefi
Angels Clinic, 1970
Starcraft
TA
150
Runabout. Extremely
clean, free Johnson
85HP (needs some
work). Noce trailer
Minimum bid: $750 1888-753-6116

LAM
•
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

753-1816 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electrici
Since 1986
24 wow sarmica
Res . Com . Ac Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - Ng or small

753-9562
111141 I lialan
Pal\ II \t
C your punting
Pressure Washing &
Sealing Decks
Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured
293-6034 • 436-2320
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal. etc Insured
At Joe's Mower
repair pick-up. dekv
ery. 436-2867

FOR SALE

WHEAT strew $3 per
bale
270-841-1808
mobile number

uN Buct41
MINI-STORAOIE
•AA Size Units
Available

44ow Neve

(Anew control
753-3633

OPEN HOUSE
Saturday, September I•IIAM-2P111
Brand new brick home 2.54n sq ft under roof
bedroom'.- 2112 baths. large custom kitchen
with stainless appliances, hardwood floi esnIi
'
,dings. 2 large porches aids attached patio
a garage with concrete drive underground
cits wafer ant minutes nom town in
a rninerneld Estates - 121 South
off Neale Trail. $214,000

270-436-5701 • 270-293-6456
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CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & 'fines

Thursday, August 30, ZOO/ • 3B

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
-One order One check,
One
smart
mover
Same time and money
by making one call to
place a 25-word classified in 70 Kentucky
newspapers for only
$250 For more information, contact the
classified department
of this newspaper Of
call KPS 1-502-2238821
BUSINESS
FOR SALE
-Going
Out
Of
Business!
Clothing
inventory. Children's,
Juniors, Ladies. Men's.
Jewelry, floor/ wall
racks,
showcase
steamer,
register,
counter, display table,
Will
mannequin
Consider
Building
270-487-6722
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
*CEO/
Financial
Partner wanted by
business professionals
developing
national
franchise
program
Ground floor pre-ITO
opportunity
$75K
Reply in confidence
M W C PO Box 16010
Louisville, KY 40256
BUSINESS
SERVICES
*Attention Homeowners
Wanted
Display
homes wanted for vinyl
siding, windows, roofs,
baths
Guaranteed
Financing! No payments until January,
2008 Starting at $99
month Call 1-800-2510843
FOR SALE
*Sawmills from only
$2990. Convert your
Logs
to
Valuable
Lumber with your own
Norwood portable band
sawmill. Log skidders
also
available.
www.norwoodindusInes.com
FREE
Information: 1-800-5781363 ext:500-A
HELP WANTED
•Guysi Gals Cool job
with cool business
group. Get paid to travel the USA $400-$800
a week after training
Call ACE Inc 1-800Return
950-4042
Guarantee
•Norwegran
Pharmaceutical
Company Expanding!
Earn up to $500PT
or
$2000/mo.
52000-$3500/mo. FT.
Paid weekly! Training
Provided. ivww.hugebonuschecks.com Or
call 800-617-7965 and
leave message
*Part-time,
homebased Internet business_
Earn
$500$1000/ month or more
Flexible hours. Training
provided. No investment required. FREE
details. *NAV.K348.com
i.SEEKING HOST FAMILIES for exchange students Has own insurance and spending
money Promotes world
American
peace,
Intercultural Student
Exchange 1 -800-SIBLING I 1-800-742-5464)
www else cool
University
.Sullivan
(Lexington) is seekrtig
a Chef Instructor to
teach both theory and
lab classes and perform related adminisduties
trative
Requires Bachelor's
Degree. 10 years experience at the Chef de
*Mine level or higher
Misled teething experience and certifications/awards preferred
Send resume to thickor
ey0sullivan ado
Chef Torn Hickey. 3101
Bardstown
Road.
Louisville, KY 40205
EOE
•Sulkvan
University
seeks
(Louisville)
actiunct faculty for
English, speech, biology, sociology, and economics for tall term
beginning September
24 Day, night, online.
and weekend dosses
Minimum
avallabis
-equirements
Master's degree with
le graduate hours in
digolpline Reply with
Maims to M B Daniel.
Sullivan
University.

TRAVEL
3101 Bardstown Ad,
Louisville, KY 40205,
mclaniel0suiltvan.edu, •Destin, Fort Walton
Beach, South Walton &
or Fax (502)456-0031
Port St. Joe, Florida
No phone calls
Stay in beautiful beach
homes, cottages and
*SUPERINTENDENT
Excetlent opportunity condos. Visit website
on-line!
with
established Reserve
envw.SouthemResorts.
Employee-Owed Co
10 yrs Supenntendent corn 800-737-2322
expenence in aft areas
TRUCK DRIVERS
of heavy construction
HELP WANTED
Able to travel as needed Salary based on 4/1
Driving
Truck
experience.
Send School: Training for
resume to P.O Box Swift, Werner & Others
37270, Louisville, KY Dedicated/ Regionahl
40233 or fax 502/992- Local Approx. S60,0003734 EOE - Ii4/F/DN
870,000 yearly. Home

Lifetime glass breakage warranty o
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
funk & tree work.
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured.
437-304.4.
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up junk
Garage yards,
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 1 PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
-Airlines Are HiringKnight 759-5534
Train for high paying
Chuck Van Buren
Aviation Maintenance Transportation- HOT
MILES?
Get
OVER
NO
Career FAA Approved
NSP11.11:1
program Financial aid if cool with Knight's Hot
N Iii(lien Bros.
Miles!
Daily
pay,
benequalified- Job placeraving
ment assistance. Call fits, newer equipment.
411 ‘,11
.1Api 114 liii
,
Aviation Institute of Call Indianapolis, 888for
346-4639
Ask
759-0501
Maintenance (888)349Rafael or Joyce 4
5387
753-1537
months OTR experirequired.
Owner
*Attend College Online ence
I R.\\ IS
800-437-5907.
from home. Medical, ops
business, paralegal, vnwaknighttrans.com,
Paving. Sealcipating
computers, cnminal jusHauling
tice. Jot placement *CALL TODAY! Great
IONA lit 11,‘ IS
assistance. Financial Bonus Opportunity! 36270-753-2279
aid and computer pro- 43 cprn/ $1 20pm $O
vided if qualified. Call lease NEW trucks
JAv S
3 mos OTR
Cleaning
8 6 6 • 8 5 8 - 2 1 2 1 , CDL-A +
Service. All external
www.OnlineTidewaterT 800-635-8669
cleaning. Vinyl, fences,
ech.com
*Driver: Act Now! Class- etc. (270)527-7176
"Can You Dig It?" A & B CDL Quality trainEquipment ing for a High demand
Heavy
School 3wk training industry. Reserve your
today! Truck
program.
Backhoes, spot
Bulldozers, Trackhoes. America Training 1Local job placement 8 6 6 - 2 4 4 - 3 6 4 4
asst. Start digging dirt *OWN, tatcdl.com
now. 866-362-6497 or *DriverBynum
888-707-6886
Qualified
TransportINSTRUCTIONAL

weekly!
1-800-8830171 Open 7 days/wk.

I

ASPHAIA.

*Training: A new career
is a phone call away!
American
Heavy
Equipment
provides
You with skilled training
here
in
Kentucky
Statewide job placement assistance. 18 6 6 - 2 8 0 - 5 8 36
i,wetv,am het.com
MOBILE HOMES
-New Doublewide, septic, electric, driveway,
block foundation, gutters. utilities, and landscaping_ On your land
ONLY 5493/ mo. 360
term. 6.5 APR, 78000
ATF (502)867-7077

dnvers needed for
Regional & OTR positions.
Food
grade
tanker, no hazmat or
pumps, great benefits,
competitive pay, new
equipment
866-GOBYNUM Need 2 years
experience.
*Driver
Owner
Operators
ONLY:
Regional freight from
$1.22pm
Louisville.
average! Home often &
weekends. Plates available NOT forced dispatch. Call Max at
T&T! 1-800-511-0082.

*Driver: Sign-On Bonus!
Guaranteed Hornetime,
Company or Lease
PET/PET SUPPUES
Purchase
available,
*Control Hook, Round & BC/BS, CDL-A and 6
Tapeworms in dogs. months
Experience
Rotate Happy Jack (R) Required.
800-441Liqui-Vict(R) (2x) and 4271 Ext. Ky-100
tapeworm tablets. At
Farm & Feed Stores •Dnvers- East of 1-65.
(www.happyjackinc.co Company up to .42c
mile. 1 year T/T experim)
ence & good MVR
REAL ESTATE
Owner
required
Operators .90tt mile, all
*Hobby Farm!!! New
miles +FSC home
home, 1940sq.ft, 3-BR,
weekends! 1-800-952sun-room, mud-room,
7
3
4
5
10 fenced acres, nice
epestransportcom
barn, large pond. Near
Georgetown, KY ONLY -Drivers, Run between
Builder/ Kentucky
$239,000.
and
Owner (502)867-7077
California Must have 2
*Labor Day LAKEFRONT SALE! 1+ ACw/ BOAT
S74,900
DOCK! BONUS: Pay
Costs,
NOClosing
wooded
Beautifully
waterfront on Kentucky
Lake. Excellent financing. Call now 1-800704-3154, x1455
SPE*LAKEFRONT
CIAL! 3.15 ACRES$149.900 includes 2
Boat Slips! Wooded,
park- like setting has 2
pnme WF homesrtes
on
location
Great
Kentucky Lake Don't
miss this one, cart now
1-800-704-3154, x1463
*LAND SALE! Saturday,
September 15th 20
acres only $29.900
SAVE $10,000 Plus
closing
costs
NO
Subdivision potential!
Big ncigetop acreage,
Spectacular views 1
mile
to
Nicklaus
designed golf course
Near Tennessee River
lake
recreatron
&
Excellent financing Call
1-866-999-2290 41497
*Unbelievable LAND
Saturday,
SALE!
September 15th 20
acres only $29,900
SAVE $10.000 Plus,
costs
closing
NO
Subdivision potential!
mountain
TN
Big
acreage, spectacular
mile to
1
views
Nicklaus designed golf
Near
course
Tennessee Royer &
lake
recreation
Excellent financing Cal
now 1-886-9902290
41475

experience.
years
Venfiable dnving and
produce experience
Also, dry freight loads.
Have Peterbuilts and
benefits_ Call 1-800865-3074
*Drivers Wanted ClassA CDL Drivers With
hazmat for local positrons (2 yr recent exp
required) 502-452-1098
vim*.abOnve rs com
-Regional
Flatbed
Drivers NOW PAYING
$.40/mile!!!
Earn
550.000 PLUS 6%
Bonus! Home every
weekend and 1-2 times
per week!! Great benefits including 401K! 6
mo tA & Class-A CDL
req'd. Wabash Valley
Transportation,
Inc.
8 0 0 - 2 4 6 - 6 30 5
war* wirtonline.corn
DRIVERS
*TRUCK
CDL training Up to
bonus
$20,000
Accelerate your career
as a soldier Drive out
terronsm by keeping
National
the Army
Guard supplied 1-8001
GO-GUARD corn/truck
*Want Home most
weekends with more
pay
, Run Headland's
Ohio Regional! 5.451
mite contpany drivers,
Operalonif 12
$1.15
monlhe OTR required.
Heartland Express 18 00 - 4 4 1 4 9 5 3
www heartlandexpress corn

Calhoon Construction, LLC

Cabral
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

vinyl replacement
windows by:
RESICOM CONTRACTORS
270-227-2115
270-293-1899
usrro;

NADEAU'S
Construction
*Flooring *Decks
*Vinyl siding •All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/insured
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for.
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks
293-5438
FOR all your roofing,
metal, vinyl, general
repair. porches, decks,
and
mobile
home
repair, call Danny
Paschall 492-8500 or
293-8156.

FREE
Strap Apphances aid irking
Metal St0,1111*111116111/5 & DOM
Sciap Metal Mowers a Tiller
Farm E topment -11er Isete

JTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood Insured. 4892839
r

General Contracting
Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

i

liM
lientes011sred

WV,11
\CA
I
y & spettal picklips
trash trailer rentals
•coastruction site cleanups
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

1 sii I \IIRPRISF%
Moving Experts
Local/Long Distances
Federal Licenses& Insured
Free estimates
Locally owned/operated
566-400-L A M B 152621

Attention

NEED HELP?

Tobacco Farmers
Irrigation services
available
Call
(270)
293-7109

Handyman Services.
All remodeling.
No job too small.
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

JOE'S JOBS
Small hou•clii
Limn: & yard 'aIr
Sono! Irietall.
75.4-4344 • 227-5644
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

PURCHASE Area
Hypnosis
Learn Relaxation
Relieve PTSD and
Anxiety.
(270)436-5927

S111\10V.
II k\DVMAN
1%0RK

siim‘ii
270-519-85711
WILDLIFE
Food Plot
Consultants
*Deer and Turkey
*Custom planting
-Soil testing
-Liming and Fertilizing
*Spraying
*Bedding area Design
and Construction
*Wildlife Trees and
Shrubs Availabie
(270)293-5519/days
498-8950/evenings

THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers
its sources reliable,
but inaccuracies do
OCCUr.
Readers
using this information do so at their
own risk. Although
persons and companies
mentioned
herein are believed
to be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept
responsibility
any
whatsoever for their
activities.

FREE PALLETS
Loading Dock of Murray Ledger & Times
First Come • First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

Classifieds Office Open

Need help
Promoting your Business.'

7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed Saturday

Call us we will be ilad to help.
Muria),

1.70-751-1916

Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday,
Aug. 31, 2007:
This year, make it your job to
work more often with others individually. You might focus on one
partnership exclusively. This
new attention could make a big
difference
in
the feelings
between you and others. A relationship that might have been
remote in the past could become
quite close this year. Teamwork
could define this year. A profound change might manifest
itself in a different domestic situation. If you are single, you could
land in a significant relationship
before you know it. You will
choose from many potential suitors. If you are attached, you will
want to create a concrete
expression of your love. ARIES
loves your attention.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: 4Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so, 1 Difficult
ARIES (March 21-Apr11 19)
***** The time might have
arrived to manifest a long-term
dream. Ask yourself what is
stopping you. You might be surprised by a past r.:,ason or
excuse that no longer holds
water, You might be the only person stopping you. Take the
plunge. Tonight: What would put
a smile on your face? Do just
that.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
** Take your time making a
personal decision. Though you
might seek out advice from
many different sources, ultimately the decision is yours. Give
yourself several more weeks.
You might be surpnsed by how a
matter resolves itself. Tonight:
Get a good night's sleep.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Don't stop, continue on

a predetermined path. You will
like what goes on. Express your
caring not only through actions
but also through words. Your
creativity surges. Suddenly the
adventuresome Twin emerges.
Tonight: Go for what you honestly want.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You might want to
rethink a decision that takes you
to a new place. Know that the
responsibility is on your shoulders. A partner's imagination is
triggered by a conversation. You
might be amazed by what comes
up. Tonight: Start exercising, if
you haven't already.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Take in a new perspective by letting go of some preconceived ideas. You suddenly
feel as if a door has opened.
Others will respond imaginatively to you as a result. Make sure
you don't put someone on a
pedestal. Tonight: Try a new
place.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** A partner might be
unusually responsive. Make a
point of creating special time for
this person. Allow yourself to
flow with the moment. You might
be revising your ideas about a
domestic
situation.
certain
Tonight: Togetherness works.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
***** Others have often lent
you a sensitive ear. Now you
have the opportunity to return
the favor. You might be daydreaming about a situation or
person. Be sure that you are at
least a little grounded in your
perspective, or you could be disappointed. Tonight: Say "yes,"
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Focus on getting the job
done. Your mind could be dnfting
to a personal matter Think in
terms of
making
positive
changes that will enhance your

op 5 Reasons People Cheese Reed Interiors
Top

1T

Lease,

1. Thousands of the latest fabrics. Literally, thousands!
2. Stylish drapery hardware.
3. Beautiful custom bedding.
4. Custom upholstery olds nen done in hound)
S. Interior desien services designed to 111 paw budget rewire initii
From design to labnoltpon to professional installetvo, mut work is done
in house by ocr 'nervily staff
Conte check out the Reed knerion difference for yourself!

financial security. Know when to
say "no" to spending. Tonight:
Relax with the moment.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Your very playful side
emerges when speaking with a
child or loved one. Certainly you
are seeing people in their best
light. You might know what
someone is going to say before
he or she actually verbalizes it.
Tonight: Do only what appeals to
you.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Basics count and will
make a difference in a hot situation. Right now you can calm
down others and perhaps chill
out a problem. You might have a
hunch about money Be sure you
can afford to be wrong. Tonight:
Mosey on home.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Speak your mind
openly, and you'll make a difference. A loved one, child or

potential romance might make a
downright assertive action. Just
know that you are cared about.
You seem to know what is going
to happen before it happens.
Tonight: Speak your mind.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Investigate what is at the
bottom of a money problem. You
might be making the situation far
more difficult than it is. Try to
have an important conversation
with a family member or a trusted friend. Tonight: At home.
BORN TODAY
Actor Richard Gere (1949),
Black Panther activist Eldridge
Cleaver (1935), pro wrestler Jeff
Hardy (1977)
•••
Jacqueline Blgar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2007 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

C
Habitat for Humanity
Golf Tournament.1,
Fri., Sept. 7•Miller Golf Course
4 Person Scramble; Shotgun Start 1 p.m.

366 per person includes greens k.eiaraCart
Prizes tat and 2nd teams; Longest Drive.
Closest to the Pin

For information or to sign up contact:
Chuck Hulick 753-0323 or Mike Maxwell 767-2291

ACCEPTING INTERNAL
MEDICINE PATIENTS!
In order to better serve our patients and
community, David L. Case, M.D. will start
accepting internal medicine patients
September 4th,.2007.

e rsitie/sitsosso
%out
5 12th St. • 753-1381
401

JOB OPENING
Director of Children's Ministry

A full time position is available at 1400+ member vibrant church located
in Murray. Kentucky This person will join laity and staff in a team ministry The Director. working with the Children's Council, will provide Over
sight and direction for a comprehensive children's ministry and will be a
motivator with high energy and excellent organizational and leadership
skills Salary will be negotiated per experience
Send a letter of application and resume, including a minimum of three references, to. Rev Richard Smith at 503 Maple Street, Murray. KY 42071
No phone COMACLS- pkasc Inquiries regarding the position and/or benefits
may be made by email to paslorglenuanfusLcom Persons may also visit
our wetwite at www.murrayfirst.com The deadline for application is
October I 2007

Julie K. Nance, Office Manager & Medical Assistant;
David L. Case, M.D.; Renita H.Carter RN,BSN,OCN
Dr. David Case opened his practice in Murray, KY in November of
2004. A native of Georgia, Dr. Case has brought a wealth of
experience and knowledge to the Murray community.
Dr. Case is board certified by the American Board of Internal
Medicine, with subspecialty certification in Medical Oncology.
Hematology, and Geriatrics. He recertified in Medical Oncology
in 2005, and Hematology in 2006.
He currently has admitting privileges at Murray Calloway County
Hospital. and consulting privileges at both Marshall County and
Trigg County Hospitals.

For an appointment call:

270-753-2.co5co

First limited Methodist Church
503 Maple Si. • Murray, KY 42071

Monday- Friday 9 am - 5 pm
300 S 8th Street • Suite 376 W •:lottirra

KI;

S

COMICS/ FEATURES

4B • I hursday, August 30, 2001

LookingBack
II/ yea:.. age
Published is • pic bur of Chester
Baler digging • deep trench across
Ihuguid Ihise fur • telephone line
installation of 2,000 foot cable
the phot. was by Staff Photog•
rAphet Bernard Kane
Aptain Wendell Oury Chapter
of Daughters of American Revolution honored Mrs Lome Doyle.
Mrs Virgil Grogan and Dr 'latent
liistier as charter members at a
luncheon in the prisAie dining
ay Cormroom of !NW f
I) Hospital
Mr And Afr• Raymond Crass
ford will he married 60 years
Sept I
In soccer matches. Calloway
County High School Lady Laken
won 2. I over Henry County at
(*CAS soccer field, and Murray
High School Lady Tigers won 30 over keidland at MS( Cuictun
kid
20 years ago
Serving as officers of the Mur
ray State Unisersity Staff Congress are Donna Iferndon, presi
dent. Hutch Hutson. vice president. Saundra Edwards. secretary.
I ori Owens. tteasurer
lit Robert K Ramsey has been
named as- --snwnm-- vice president
or finance and Administration %cry •
ices At Slimily State lltuversity
Mt and Mrs Joseph Genzen
will tic married 55 scars Sept
30 year. ago
Rohr,' {lodges. first district
engine
-et for the Kentucky Bureau
sass a noose will
of Iltghw.rt
probably he made by Sept I to
fe.s lox • section of 15th Sueet
on the Murray State University
canipus for construction of a perksIrian overpass over Chestnut Street
Calloway County Judge Hobert
Miller was presented a plaque
in recognition ii his services Co
the Purchase Area Lieselopment
District at • luncheon held at Lake
Barkley State Res,el Park His ',Ate,
presented a
Ptitc LI Miller a

silver serving dish
Bulbs repotted include a boy
to Mr and Mrs Garry Kay Crabtree, Aug 10
40 years ago
— thanks to Mrs Carl ('hristenberry of Kt I, Murray. for her
Letter She urges that everybody
read the 58th chapter of Isaiah."
from the column. "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C'
Williams, publisher
Published is a picture of Dr.
Betty .1 Hinton. professor of speech
at Murray State University, talking about "lour Speech and You"
at a meeting ()I program leaders
of homemakers clubs (ruin throughout the area
Births reported include a boy
to Mr And Mrs Joe Pat Futrell,
Aug 24

50 years ago
The Calloway County 1957 corn
crop loan rate will be a minimum
of $1 41 per bushel, according to
Eulis Goodwin, county ASC chiurman
Rev I. L. Jones, former pastor, will he the speaker at a revival
meeting to be held at Sulphur
Springs Methodist Church. Ky
Sept 1-6
Ill South
Published is a picture- tif=-1-1I
Murphy holding a vicious barracuda which took him some time
to land while fishing out of Daytona Beach, I-la

60 years ago
lone Chaney has been elected to the board of Faxon-Alm°
District of the Calloway County
Board of Education, according to
Prentice Lassiter. supenmenclent
Paving operations started Aug
29 on a small section of Broad
Street, located off of Sycamore
Street OA the south side of Mur-

ray
Barbara Edwards of Kirksey
will conduct a 10-night singing
school at Bethel Methodist Church
starting Sept I

11w Associated Press
i. I hursclis
Aug (O.
the 242nd ulas of 21411 Mere are
12 ,Lass left in the year
today s Highlight in History
len sears dg." orn Aug MI. 1997.
the t'al crash in
s ante repels
Palls that claimed the lives of
Princess I hAn4 Itoth Layed and
their chisel Henri Paul I Because
or the
difference it was Aug
srash
I 'A
thr
actually
Lured
1r1
ilate

In 1797, the creator of
Mary
Won"Frankenstein."
stimecraft Shelley, was horn in London
In 1861, Union Gen John ('
Fremont instituted martial lass in
Missouri And declared slaves there
to he free illowever, hemont's
order was criuntermanded days later
by President Lincoln;
In 1862. Croon forces were
defeated by the Confederates at
the Second Battle of Bull Run In
Manassas, V4
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Reader not sweet
on sugar substitute

School year never ends
in teen's recurring dream
DEAR ABBY: I am one of
your male readers, and I'm
going into my second year of
high school. Last year was the
best year ever. Ever since
school ended, though, I keep
having this dream that I'm in
the last days of the year. and
I feel this
sense
of
stress and
urgency.
I
have
considered
the several
Freudian
implications
this
of
Dear Miry dream, such
as the fact
that it might
By Abigail
be associatVan Buren
ed with my
desire for the year to continue or some variation of that
Still, though. I keep having
the dream. I also tried to consider what made the year seem
incomplete to nne that would
keep me dreaming about it,
but even that doesn't seem to
help. What can I do?
DREAM-CATCHER IN WISCONSIN
DEAR DREAM-CATCHER: My advice is to just relax
and let your mind go where
it wants to go without overanalyzing. You are obviously
an intelligent young man. But
it's time to stop obsessing about
your dream, because the more
you do, the more it will recur.
Although Freud made a
career of analyzing dreams, in
case you may have missed it,

Todaylnllistory
It

Murray Ledger & Times

In 1905, Ty Cobb made his
major-league &bin as a player
for the Detroit Tigers, hitting a
double in his first at-bat in a
game against the New York Highlanders (The Tigers won. 5-3
1945.
Gen
In
Douglas
MacArthur arrived in Japan to set
up Allied occupation headquar
ten
In 1961. the "Hot Line- communications link between Washington and Moscow went into operation

he also said,'Sometimes a cigar
is only a cigar." Please take
that to heart, because it applies
to you
DEAR ABBY: I read one
of your 'pennies from heaven" columns more than a year
ago. I thought the idea was
quaint, but didn't pay it much
mind because I've always felt
that when someone's life ends
-- that's it! I never believed
in an afterlife. Well, I do now.
Alan. my best friend of 12
years, recently took his own
life. It was a devastating loss
for me, one I am still dealing with. However, one thing
has been a huge help -- the
pennies he leaves for me.
Alan used to give me any
pennies and spare change he
collected in his desk and pockets. He knew I was saving all
the money I could get my
hands on to buy something for
my new kitty, and it was his
unobtrusive way of helping.
After Alan's death, I didn't
associate the "pennies from
heaven" letters in your column with him ... until the day
before his funeral.
It was the morning of the
last workday of the week. I
just couldn't face going to
work, knowing Alan's funeral
was the next day. I sat crying in my car for 10 minutes,
feeling nothing but anguish as
I watched people pass through
the parking garage to the highrise elevator. More than 20
people must have passed by
as I sat crying in my car.
After the last person was
gone. I dried my eyes and
walked slowly toward the elevator_ As I pushed the button.
I cast my eyes to the floor,
feeling utterly hopeless and
depressed. I saw a new penny.
staring face-up with this year's
date on it! Suddenly I felt as
if I wasn't alone anymore. I
picked it up and called out
Alan's name, as it I expected
him to answer He didn't, but
I felt him "with me,' and knew
he was telling me I was going
to be OK_
I have found several other
pennies since then. Each felt
like a sign from Alan, urging
me to get on with my life. I
framed the first penny with a
photo of Alan and me. Whenever someone asks me what
the penny means. I tell them
Alan left it to me And I smile.
.KELLI IN ALABAMA
DEAR KELLI: Alan left
you more than a penny. He
left you the knowledge of what
it means to be a supportive
friend. Lucky you
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.cotn or P.O. Box 69440,L410
Angeles, _CA 11911114. -

DEAR DR. GOTT: The
letter written by the wife of
the 87-year-old man who has
not been feeling well and
described hum as expenencing
"meltdowns" caught my eye.
My 89-year-old mother is
in relatively
good health
for her age
and is considered
among the
"healthy
elderly."
does
She
experience
Dr. Gott atrial fibnllation and
hypertenBy
for
Dr. Peter Gott sion.
which she
takes Cournadin and blood pressure medications. After a routine fasting blood screen, she
was told that her blood sugar
numbers were creeping up and
that she should take steps to
get them under control. One
of the steps she took was to
begin using Sweet'N Low when
drinking coffee or tea.
Shortly after, she began
experiencing weakness, numbness. lightheadedness and feeling as though she was losing
her balance. She also experienced periods of extreme
exhaustion early in the afternoon. These symptoms would
wax and wane.
To rule out stroke, her cardiologist ordered a cardiogram.
CT scan and carotid artery
scan. She was examined by
an eye specialist. ENT and
neurologist, and no reason
could be found for her symptoms.
Medications
were
changed and adjusted with no
positive results. After six

months, she was told that while
the condition was frightening
to her, it was not dangerous
and that she might have to
learn to cope with it.
A comment about Mcniere's
disease at A follow-up appointment with the nurse practitioner led to me investigate
on the Internet. Sufferers of
Memere's say there are trigger factors, such as fluorescent lighting. Others suggest
aspartame I then realized the
relationship between the dizziness and the Sweet'N Low,
On my advice, my mother discontinued the use of aspartame, and within a day or two,
the symptoms began to lift.
and, after a couple of weeks,
she was back to her busy,
active self and feeling well.
Although this is anecdotal, the
doctors feel it is well worth
remembering.
I hope it might help some
of your other readers.
DEAR READER: Some
people are extremely sensitive
to sugar substitutes, such as
aspartame. You did the right
thing to have your mother discontinue aspartame. I am publishing your experience to alert
other readers who may have
significant symptoms from the
substitute,
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my updated Health
Report "Ear Infections and Disorders." Other readers who
would like a copy should send
a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope and $2 to Newsletter, PO Box 167, Wickliffe,
OH 44092. Be sure to mention the title.

ContractBridge
last dealer
Both sides sulnerable
NORTH
•Q 5 4
VQ
•7 h 2
4.1 10 9 6 3

WEST
•K .1 8 7 2
•6 5 3
•A Q 3

•52

EAST
*96 3
•K 9 7
•.1 10 8 4
Els 7 4

SOUTH
•A 10
•A 10 8 4 2
•K 9 5

•A K ti
the bidding'
North
South
West
East
Pass
2 NT
Pass
3 NT
ses en of spades
Opening lead
What you can't accomplish by
normal means sou can sometimes
accomplish by guile Ccmsider this
hand (corn a rubber-bridge game
where South stole his three-notrurnp
contract
West led a spade, and South reali/ed there was no chance of making
the contract unless he could get some
assistance (Men the defense. So he
played low from dummy and, after
.last produced the- nine, won the trick
with the ace' this was the first step
in a campaign to harnhoo7le the
opposition
Declarer west cashed the A-K of
clubs trying to look like a man who

hoped the queen would fall on the
first or second lead of the suit Ile
then played the ten of spades
West grabbed the king and, under
the impression that his partner had
the- club suit stopped, returned a low
spade to dummy's queen to establish
his suit Declarer thereupon gratefully discarded his queen of clubs
and so made three notrump
Of count,South was lucky to find
the clubs divided 2-2 so that the
chances of carrying off the ruse were
increased, and he was equally form
nate to base encountered a gullible
West
If West had paid more attendee
to the cards his partner played
Instead of what declarer was doing,
he might not Kase fallen prey to
South's scheme Last had played the
7-4 of clubs, in that order, as the A-K
were cashed, indicating a doubleton
in dummy's long suit
By interpreting East's plays correctly. West would has e been able to
work out what South was up to and
would no doubt has e found the
answer A heart return, after winning
the king of spades, would has e left
declarer without recourse, and he
would hase gone down at least two
tricks
The outcome points up once again
the importance of signals that help
the defenders OVelCoee the natural
ads antage declarer has user the
defense

. Tomorrow: !lidding qui/
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Long Waft Over
COACH, CARDS READY TO FACE RACERS

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & limes
Chris Dobbins (21) celebrates a touchdown with teammate
Eric McClure (83) late in last Fnday's game against rival
Murray High. Dobbins scored on a 23-yard pass from Casey
Brockman for the decisive score in the Lakers' 36-30 win over
the Tigers at Ty Holland Stadium.

Lakers hope to
grab another
cat by the tail
CALLOWAY TAKES ON STATERANKED TRIGG COUNTY IN
WILDCAT CHEVROLET BOWL
and two fumbles) to go with just
By MICHAEL DANN
59 yards rushing.
Sports Writer
The running game is a faCet
From one feline to the next,
the Calloway County Lakers that Calloway head coach Josh
will take on another set of cats in McKeel wants to rely heavily
Week 2 of the 2007 prep football upon this season. He wants to
feature his dynamic duo of
season.
These cats — the Trigg Tyrrell Willis and Trey Travis.
"Murray found a way to shut
County version — are ranked
No. 3 in the latest Class 2A down our running game,"
School McKee' said. "We found a way
Kentucky
High
Associated Press Football Poll. to win. Again, that's a compliThe Wildcats received two first- ment to our young men and
place votes after a rousing 24-17 assistant coaches. Even though
win over Class 5A Hopkinsville. we weren't able to win the way
Meanwhile, Calloway did we had planned, we were able to
receive some honorable mention do it with 'Plan B.' And 'Plan B'
Notes of its own in the Class 4A was pretty good."
As for the turnovers. McKeel
poll, coming in at No.I6 with
five votes after its come-from- took some things into considerabehind 36-30 win over Murray tion — especially having a junior quarterback starting in his
High last Friday night.
The Lakers and Trigg will first varsity role against a
collide tomorrow in the first crosstown rival.
-You take a young man
game of the Wildcat Chevrolet
Bowl in Cadiz. Game time is 6 (Casey Brockman) who started
his first varsity football game,
p.m.
In the Lakers' win over playing against our crosstown
Murray High, Calloway had six rival, and he made some silly
turnovers (four interceptions
•See LAKER% 2C

TENNESSEE FOOTBALL

X-ray finds break
in Ainge's pinky

e
e
e
e

e
1
e
e

Senior quarterback Bnan Brohm's Heisman Trophy campaign begins tonight,
when the Cardinals open their 2007 season against the Racers at a solid out
Papa John's Cardinal Stadium.
"There's certainly some areas on our
intense, though his players say it'll be
what he says, not how he says it, that mat- football team where we're going to have
to stay healthy to be the team we want to
ters.
"Some of the best things a coach does be, and some guys are going to have to
is his halftime adjustments and that's how grow up very fast," Kragthorpe said.
Not as fast as the Racers. Despite their
some distinguish good coaches from great
coaches," said center Eric Wood. "I guess inexperience. Griffin said he doesn't
we'll learn mere about Coach K as the expect his players from the school in far
western Kentucky to be in awe of their
season goes on."
And he'll learn about his players. counterparts from the big city.
"Playing Louisville really sets a stanDespite all the firepower at the offensive
skill positions, the Cardinals have ques- dard for us," said Griffin. "If we play 15
tion marks on the offensive line and the games this year, all the way to the nationsecondary. While Kragthorpe doesn't al championship game, we won't play a
expect to get all the answers against the team as fast and physical as Louisville.
Racers, he does hope to give his young- But I think our kids are excited to show
what they can do.sters extensive playing time.

HOUSTON 7, ST. LOUIS 0

Oswalt shuts down Cards with 9 Ks

QB STILL
EXPECTED TO
PLAY VS. BEARS
KNOXVILLE. Tenn. (AP)
— Tennessee quarterback Erik
Ainge has a broken pinkie on his
throwing hand, but is expected
to play Saturday at No. 12
California.
"He's thrown a Mt, and it
looks like he's going to throw
fine." coach Phillip Fulmer said
Wednesday. -But I appreciate
his toughness getting back out
there."
The senior jammed the nght
pinkie taking snaps on Monday
and an X-ray on Wednesday
revealed the break. Fulmer said
he expected it would take three
to four weeks for Ainge's finger
to be hack to 100 percent.
Fulmer said sophomore
backup quarterback Jonathan
Crompton was prepared to take
over for Ainge if he struggles an
the 15th-ranked VoIs' season
opener.
"If it doesn't work out
Jonathan will have to he ready to
go, and I have the utmost confidence in Jonathan," Fulmer said.
In 2006. Crompton mite% ed

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Enough
with the practices, press conferences and
pep rallies. Steve Kragthorpe's had his fill.
After more than eight months of
answering questions about why he thinks
he's a perfect fit at Louisville, the new
head coach is ready for the 10th-ranked
Cardinals to start doing some of the talking for him.
Yet for a coach who credits his tireless
preparation as a key to his success, even
Kragthorpe admits he's not sure what to
expect when the defending Big East
champions begin the post-Bobby Petrino
era against overmatched Murray State on
Thursday night at Papa John's Cardinal
Stadium.
"Until you put people in the seats and
put a scoreboard up there and put an opponent out there, you really don't know,"
Kragthorpe said. -There's a lot of guys
who can hit it on the driving range.
There's not very many guys that can hit it
on the first tee."
The Racers, a member of Football
Championship Subdivision (formerly
Division I-AA), will hardly be the
Cardinals' sternest test. But Kragthorpe
knows it's important to make a good first
impression for a fan base that's spent
months listening to him assure them that
the coaches may have changed but the
expectations have not.
"This is why you coach," he said. -This
is why you play is to play in games like
these and get to play in venues like we
have.Kragthorpe doesn't expect perfection
from the Cardinals — not yet anyway —
but won't complain if he sees glimpses of
it against the Racers, who went 1-10 last
season under first-year coach Matt Griffin
and have a staggering 72 underclassmen
on their roster.
"You want to play as close to error-free
as you can," Kragthorpe said.
Errors at Papa John's Cardinal Stadium
under Petrino were about as frequent as
smiles on the ever prickly coach's face.
Louisville hasn't lost a home game since
2003. The team's current 18-game home
winning streak is the second longest in the
country behind USC.
The streak has coincided with the
career of quarterback Brian Brohm, the
hometown kid who chose to stay at
Louisville rather than enter the NFL Draft
last spring in hopes of leading the
Cardinals to the national title. The importance of the team's success at home isn't
lost on a player who grew up watching
older brothers Jeff and Greg play in front
of half-filled houses at dilapidated
Cardinal Stadium in the early 1990s.
"It's a great atmosphere here and it's a
big-time place to play college football,"
said Brohm. who is 12-0 as a starter at
home.
It's an atmosphere that will be curious
to see how Kragthorpe handles himself in
the spotlight. Petrino tended to prowl the
sidelines with a perpetual scowl regardless
of the score. The more laid back
Kragthorpe insists he can be just as

LA RUSSA EJECITI0
AFTER ARGUMENT
IN NINTH INNING
HOUSTON (AP) — The St.
Louis Cardinals were just starting to feel good about their playoff chances. Then they ran into
Roy Oswalt.
The Houston ace allowed
four hits and struck out nine in
seven dominant innings and the
Astros beat the Cardinals 7-0 on
Erlk Alive
Wednesday night, giving Cecil
Ainge, who was hindered by a Cooper his first win as manager.
Lance Berkman and Luke
sprained ankle, in the second
quarter against LSU and fin- Scott hit solo homers, Berkman
ished the game II of 24 for 183 added an RBI double off St.
yards, two touchdowns 'and an Louis starter Kip Wells and
Houston won for just the third
interception .
The then-redshirt freshman time in nine games.
Oswalt (14-6). who turned 30
started the following game at
Arkansas. adding two more on Wednesday. also had an RBI
touchdowns to his stats along single and won for the sixth time
in seven starts. He came into the
with 174 yards passing
Crompton said Ainge's bro- game with a 1.18 ERA in his last
ken finger is unfortunate, but six outings and showed no ill
effects from a strained oblique
he's prepared to step in.
-I've been preparing the muscle that forced him to miss a
tame since day one," he said. start last Thursday.
"I was a little worried going
'That's what you have to do."

rale

AP
Cardinals manager Tony La Russa, right, argues with home
plate umpire Tim Tschida after La Russo was ejected in the
ninth inning for arguing balls and strikes during Wednesday's
game against the Astros in Houston. Houston won 7-0.
into the game," said Oswalt,
who threw 99 pitches. "I took it
easy the first few innings. After
the fourth inning, I let it go."
Cooper took over the Astros
after Phil Garner was fired on
Monday. Houston lost 7-0 in his
debut on Tuesday, but thanks to
Oswalt, his second game went
much smoother.

"My job was pretty easy
tonight," said Cooper. "I had the
best pitcher on the planet. Any
time Roy takes the mound,
you've got a great chance to
win."
Brad
catcher
Houston
Ausmus gave Cooper the game
ball, a keepsake Cooper will
cherish.

"I will save it," he said. "It's
pretty special."
The Cardinals, who remained
two games back in the NL
Central, lost for the third time in
nine games after getting back to
.500 for the first time since April
16 on Tuesday. Manager Tony
La Russa was ejected in the
ninth by plate umpire Tim
Tschida in the ninth for arguing
balls and strikes.
The rest of the Cardinals
were just as frustrated by
Oswalt, who's won seven of his
last eight starts against St.
Lis. He struck out four of the
last' six hitters he faced and
allowed only one haserunner to
reach second.
"He had good stuff,- said
Rick Ankiel, who had two of the
Cardinals' six hits. "It was just
electric. You just hope he makes
a mistake."
Wells (6-15) lost his second
straight decision and gave up
two homers for the second time
in three starts. He allowed five
runs and nine hits with two
strikeouts in six innings.
He trailed 4-0 after three
innings.
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Wildcat
receiver
charged
DRIVING OFFENSES
AGAINST JOHNSON
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API Kentucky
receiver
Steve
Johnson was arrested and
h.uged with resisting arrest and
tour driving offenses, a fail
spokesman said Thursday.
Lt. Randy Jones of the
Fayette
County
Detention
(*enter said records show
Johnson was arrested at 9:114
in
EDT Wednesday in
Lexington.: He was released-On
bond at 11:15 p.m. after paying
a line of 5572, which included
his bond and a previous fine of
S1M9 front a traffic court case
Besides the warrant for nonpayment of the S I 149 fine and
resisting arrest. Johnson was
harged with having no insurance. failure to have his driver's
IR (Ilse in his possession, not
%searing a seat belt and having
no registration plate, .11 MC% said.
Johnson was scheduled to he
arraigned at 1 p.m Thursday.
the
from
senior
San
franc-1st() was competing to be
the No 1 receiver behind
Keenan Burton and Dicky
1 son'. Jr in the Wildcats' passing game
lie played in all I games
last year. grabbing 12 receptions
for I Ski !, Ards and a touchdown
His breakout perform:trice cattle
in the Music City Bowl against
Clemson when Johnson L aught
three passes tor 67 yards
hosts Eastern
Kentucky
Kentucky Saturday in the seam in
ipener

•Lakers
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CALLOWAY COUNTY LAKERS

choices, throwing the ball across
his body a couple of times and
Just lofting it up there a couple
of times. That can't really happen again."
McKeel claims the Laken
will do a better fob of taking
care of the ball this week against
_Tngg. saying that the turnover
situation Was resolved after
Monday's practice.
On the other side of the
Tngg f'ounty finished last season 10-1 and is the favorite to
win the new Class 2A, First
District, which includes newcomers Murray. Heath. Caldwell
County and Reidland.
Tngg lost head coach Curtis
Higgins to Fern Creek High
School in Louisville dunng the
offseason. The Wildcats are now
former
coached
by
Madisonville-North Hopkins
coach Shannon Burcham. And
theY apparently haven't missed a
beat
Tngg is led by quarterback
Donald Bush, who was 4-of-8
passing for 65 yards against
Hopkinsville last week, tic also
tallied seven carries for 40 yards
on the ground.
Won), Mayes and Brandon
Bridges combined for 120 yards
on the ground Tngg held on to
the football for a total of 15 minutes in the second half, using
methodical ball control against
the Tigers
"('alloway is a good team,"
Burcham said. -The thing I was
most impressed with was how
they were able to battle hack in
such a back-and.fonh game
It Was Just as impressive to
McKeel, who was pleased with
his team's ability to bounce hack
from six turnovers to win
"We've worked on this for
three years DOSS, and most of our
kids are beginning to understand
it," said McKee!. "We're competitors Regardless of what
comes DUI way, we're going to
find a way and battle to the very.
end. And we did."

grant
BARROW

50
You might be surprised to Mara
Ilk. the:
Ocean
Song you'd sing for karsoke:
I'm Too Sexy
Favorite noss-apods magazine:
Trucior,
I'd like to go a mod I the ring
with:
(loorge Bush
Favorite chick flick:
T he Notebook
Favorite thing to oat in the
sisammor:
Burritos
I'm supposed to like —,hut
I dent
The Colts
First ellipticity crush:
Jessica Simpson
Movie that scared the hibbie)ooloos set of ato:
The Omen
Pe you're dyke to own:
Great Dane

—Shannon Burcham.
Trigg Co. coach

:

2007 DISTRICT STA/10MS
Tiau
Chums Darmr
Calloway Counii
Lone Oak
Hoskins Co Central
Mutainberg Nodh

10

0-0

'-0

0-0

'-0
0-1

0-0
0-0

LAST WEEK
Calloway on 36-30 over Murray
Lone Osk won 51-0 over Union County
NoPluns County Central won 41-21 we(
Caidwell county
munianoirci Norm lost 27 14 to
1Autestitrig South

Ties Wets
bosomy (1-0,

to Trigg County 11-0)
Chemist Bows,
Lone OW )1.0) at Caldwell County 10- 1 1
aim Mann Grano.'80.4)
Hopkins County Central (1-0) at
kladsonvale-North Hopluns t1-01
launlendwg Nortn 10-1) at Webster
County f 1
ONO

2007 LAKER
Calloway
Opponents

07
00

07
21

STAYS
07

15

06

03

36
30

TEAM STATISTICS
OPP
CCHS
Firs, Downs
21
16
Rushes Yards
25-59 36-240
Passing yards
214
87
Comp An int
20-32-4
9-21-2
Total Yards
327
273
F umbles L
2-2
3-1
Penalties- Yards
10-63 14-138

Sound bites
"The thing I was most
impressed with was how
they were able to battle
back."

a.

lirowokuu. Stinson
Aurora — W41.s 13-34 210, Garner
1-27 Travis 4-21 Rumpus 1-4.
Burks 2-1, Brockman 4-1
PASSIM — Brockman 20-32-4 214 210
Ammo — notions 8-114 TO Gamer
4-36. McClure 4-34.. Weld 3-29 TD
Gauen 1-1

If You Go
Directions according to Mapqmst.com lir= CCM)
Total Est, Distance: 38-14 nem
Total Est, Time: 58 minutes
cis man
Start oat papa FAST es COLLEGE FARM RD toward PI 217711 ST.
o.s mos
COLLEGE FARM RD becomes CIIESTRUT Si
Ti MITT sole N 17D$ ST / 115-641 / KY-121
Tern LEFT sate MAIM Si: KY-121 / KY-94. Follow KY 94
Tent MKT into KY-SO US-11111 / US-4611,, KY-SO KY-SO E.
KY-SO / US-616
Tors LIFT..us-4a / KY-1110 / KY-110 E
US-4111.
Goatees* to tele, 14-4111
KY-00 KY-SO E KY-110 L
Tors LEFT sate US-4.6
bid at 201 Maio St Carib

0.4 wise
16.1 adios
6.4 miss

Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St • Murray KY •753-3415

?Pi

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS
araeneen Lapse
Seel Maim
WI.

Ga
80 53
6
74 50
13
87 68
21
58 73
27
53 80
Central Division
GIB
W L
75 57
Ciereland
4
1/2
62
71
Detroit
87 66
81/2
Minnesota
15 1/2
Kansas City
50 72
18 1/2
57 76
chug°
West aviator)
W L
05
79 54
Los Angeles
73 58
5
Seethe
14
Oakland
66 69
181/2
60 72
Texas
Wednesday Scores
Oekland 5 Toronto 4 11 nnings
LA Angie* 8, Seattle 2
N Y Yankees 4, Boston 3
Cleveland 4. Minnesota 3
Tampa Bay 5, Ballanore 4 12 innings
Kansas Orly 5, Detroit 0
Texas 5, Chicago While Sox 4 1 1
innings
Today's Game
Boston ISchaing 8-5) at N Y Yankees
(wing is-6). 12 05 p m
Detroit (Bondeirman 10-7) at Kansas
City (Nunez 2-11, 1 10 p m
Seattle (Ramirez 8-4) it Cleveland
(Utley 2-1) 6 05 p m
Tampa Bay (Kazin. 10-81 at Balbmore
(Guthrie 7-4i 6 05 p rn
Chicago While Sox (Dank.6-12) at
Texas iMawood 8-11), 735 p m
Friday's Gime,
Kansas City (lawns 7-111 at Momesota
i Baker 7-8), 1 10 p m 1st game
Baltimore ILiz 0-11 at Boston (Wakefield
16-10).605pm
Tampa Bay (Sonnanstone 3-9) at N Y
Yankees (Hughes 2-2), 6 05 p m
Chicago White Sox (Buende 9-9) at
Cleveland )Cartnona 14-8), 605 pm
Seattle (Washburn 9-11) at Toronto
1lAarcum 11-5). 607 pm
Kansas City (Davies 5-11) ai Minnesota
(Garza 3-4). 7 10 p m . 2nd game
Detroit (Durbin 8-6) at Oakland (Blanton
11-9),905 pm
Texas (Paddke 4-9) at L A Angels
I Saunders 7-2), 9 05 p m
Boston
New York
Toronto
Baltimore
Tampa Bay

PledonelLaew
East Olvision
GB
WI.
73 50
New York
70 62
3
Philadelphia
69 65
5
Atlanta
58
76
16
Floride
16
58 76
Washington
Central CerMion
W I.
67 64
Chicago
66 66
Milwaukee
8485
St Louis
61 72
Cincinnati
Pittsburgh
59 73
59 74
Houston
West DivIsIon
W L
GB
73 59
San Diego
74 60
Arizona
31/2
70 63
Las Angeles
51/2 ,
68 65
Colorado
73
13
81
San Francesco
VIedneedeVe Scores
LA Dodgers 10, Washington 9. 12
innings
Colorado 8. Sari FrIVICISCO 0
Agents 7, Florida 4
Cincinnati 8, Pittsburgh 0
Philadelphia 3, N Y Mets 2
Milwaukee 8, Chicago Cubs 1
Houston 7, St LCIAS 0
San Diego 3, Arizona 1
Today's Games
NY marts 10 Hernandez 9-41 at
Philadelphia (Lohse 7-12), 12 05 p m
St Louis IPineiro 4-2) at Houston
)Albers 3-61, 1 05 pm
Cincinnati (Bessie 7-8) at Pittsburgh
(Moms 8-8). 805 p.m
Milwaukee (Parra 0-1) at Chicago Cubs
dilly 13-7), 7 05 p m
Anzona (Davis 11-11) at San Diego
(Yosseg 9-4). 9 05 p m
Friday's Games
Houston 1Rodnguez 7-12) at Chicago
Cubs (Marshall 7-6), 1'20 pm
Philadelphia (Kendrick 7-3) at Florida
(Mitre 5-7). 605 p m
San Francisco (Correia 2-6) at
Washington (Redding 3-4), 605 pm
NY Mets (Maine 13-8) at Atlanta
(T Hudson 15-6) 6 35 p m
Pittsburgh (Armes 2-4) at Milwaukee
1Gallardo 5-4) 7 05 p m
Cincinnati 1Sheam 1-0) at St Louis
(Reyes 2-13), 7 10 p m
Contact° (Jimenez 3-2) at Arizona
(L Hernandez 9-9) 8 40 p m
LA Dodgers (Wells 6-81 at San Diego
(Ledezma 3-31, 9 05 p m

10.7 miss
2.9 Nam

CCMS SOFTBALL
s

B‘SKETBALL

James leads U.S. to win over Uruguay, 118-79 Lady Lakers open
with 10-3-1 mark
LAS VEGAS(AP) - By the
time his perfect lira half was
over. LeBron litTles had a field
goal percentage for the FIBA

Amencas tournament that
seemed too unbelies able even
for a video game.
And the United States had A

huge advantage going into its
biggest game yet
James and the rest of the 1. 1 S
starters got the whole second

Do you think just shredding your mail will
protect you from identity theft and fraud?

P s

Moor

Well, think again! It's a great start, but with today's
fraud statistics, you need more.

half off, a welcome break before
Thursday night's showdown
with fellow unbeaten Argentina
that will determine the No. 1
seed in the semifinals
"At halftime we decided to
give a OUple of guy% who have
been playing dominant minutes
in dominant roles an opportunity
to get ready for tomorrow," U.S.
coach Mike Krtyzewski said.
-We should he in full health
tomorrow and the next four days
is why We came together."
Argentina had a much
tougher night an art earlier game
Wednesday, needing to make up
a 17-point deficit to get by
Brazil 86-79 in overtime. That
meant heavy minutes for Luis
SZ'ola and Carkis Deli-Mo.two of
the few stars from their country
who are playing here
was I I -for- II from the
field. making all four of his 3point attempts, and scored 26
points in the first half to lead the
United States to a 1114-79 victory over Uruguay Despite playing only 14 minutes. he fell two
points shy of the American
record in an Olympic qualifying
game shared tr. Carmelo
Anthony and Allen Iverson.
In A sensational display of
speed and power, hales raised
his tournament-leading shooting
percentage to an almost comical
74.7 percent (47-(11-59) He is
4.44-20 from 3-point range, a
7(1 percent mark that also leads
the event

Uady kilter
aorkelini•ipa

That's why The Murray Bank has added

Identity & Fraud Protection Plus,
our exciting program with Identity Theft Insurance, Fraud
Assistance, and 24-hour Credit Monitoring to further
protect you from identity theft and fraud.
So keep shredding, but add that extra layer of protection,
available from your friends at The Murray Bank.

405 South 12th St.
700 North 12th Street
270-753-562S • www.theniurraybankcom

How Bankirg Should Be
Mwastom

FDIC

TV Schedule
Today
BASKETBALL
•p
F SIN
IF MAAffnerfCall Championship
Uniguey
seciond round Stars
al Las Vegas
11 pie
F SPIV? — FMA^monodies
,Kerroiceiship second round UMW
Argentra W Las Vegas
Slekes
COLLIGII POOT1M41.
psis
ESP's? - Tulare el Lourome-1/1onroe
7 suet
FS" - LSU at telesescip 91
SWOP UMW!DARNALL
7 wow.
wGot
Mosoutre at Owego Cube
MINS
•p.m
LISS
U S Open obey round
at New York
111110A BASICITSALL
•pis
SP042
Pleads coneensince Snarls
Gana I

•II

The
Calloway
County
Middle School softball team
currently has a 10-3-1 record,
with all but two of those games
being played on the road.
The Lady Lakers recently
finished in third place at the
Marshall County Invitational.
Leading the team — which was
last year's Kentucky Middle
School state runners-up — are
returning eighth graders Lauren
Benson (third beset Alyssa
Cunningham (first base), Taylor
Futrell (shortstop), Brittany
Reynolds tpitcher) and Karlee
Wilson (catcher) Rounding out
the team are eighth-grade newcomers' Abby Futrell (second
base), Kaylee Williams (outfield) and Tonya Parker (outfield).
Seventh graders on the squad
include Montana Roland (outfield). Courtney Thompson (outfield), Kayla Grady. Haley
Harrison and Dakota Parrish.
Sixth grade team Members are

Lauren Dietz, Devon Peyton and
Haley Tidwell.
Calloway was scheduled plaz_
a doubleheader at Heath today at ..;•.
6 p.m. The lady Lakers w1•
then host Murray on Sept. 4 at'5
p.m. Their remaining games in
September will all be at home,
except for a Sept. 18 contest at
Murray.
CCMS is also scheduled to %I
play in the Heath Invitational t
the weekend of Sept. 7, and in
the Lone Oak Tournament the
weekend of Sept.I4 Calloway t'
will conclude its season in the
Kentucky Middle School State
Tournament the weekend of
Sept. 28 at Allen CountyScottsville.
The CCMS Laker Softball
team is coached by Sammy
Cunningham, Chelsea Morris,
Ten Futrell and Teddy Futrell.
Varsity coaches James Pigg and
Pat McMillen also assist the
team.
•

NFL

Chewed up Vick
cards sell for $7,400-1
KANSAS CITY. Mo (AP) ners missing
They were the Michael Vick
"When I started this I only:
cards many animal lovers Just expected to get 51(10 for a local •
had to get their paws on
shelter.- Steffen told Tho.
The eBay auction for 22 Vick Associated Press on Wednesday,:
t(x4hall cards, chewed up and "But it's received so much attenslobbered on by two Missouri tion. It's for such a good cause
Jogs, ended Wednesday as the that jumps every boundary.is inning bidder dished out
Steffen. 31, said she has been..
57,4(14) -- with the money overwhelmed with positive expected to be donated to the responses, including from peo:
Humane Society
ple who say her auction inspired 1
The success of that auction, them to donate money
to animal
with 31 different hidden, creatshelters.
more
than
25
other
ed a craze of
The Humane Society of the
postings this week offering torn
United States has seen a large
up cards featuring the disgraced
spike in ricinations since Vick
NFL superstar
But so far, the original post was indicted on federal dogfrom Rochelle Steffen, of Cape fighting charges last month, said
Girardeau. Mo , has been the Ann ('hyrioweth, director of the
only auction to attract droves of society's Animal Cruelty and'
Fighting Campaign.
bidden
"Americans love football. but
Steffen gave Monte. her 6year-old
Wei marancr. and they love dogs even more.- she
Rome. her Great Dane ruopy. said.
The backlash against Vic*
every Vick card she owned to
destroy. The cards worth SI to seemed to grow this week as be
SIO were crumpled. crimped. apologized after entering a
chewed, ton sod generally in a ginity pies to a federal dogfight
sorry male. Some even had cor- mg charge in Richmond. Va.
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PREP FOOTBALL PREVIEW: TIGERS VS. COUGARS

McLean takes interesting approach to get to 3A
ENOCH PETITIONS FOR MOVE UP IN CLASS SIZE TO PLAY CLOSER COMPETITION
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
McLean County took a very
interesting approach when it
was told it was going to be
bumped up a class in the new
state alignment.
Just 20 students away from
being a Class A program,
McLean County learned late last
year, under the new district
alignment, that it would now be
a class 2A team.
• Not that bad, right? Unless
one considers the competition
McLean would have been playing at the 2A racked up a combined record of 24-21 last season. That list included such
schools as Ft. Campbell (8-3),
Owensboro Catholic (9-5),
Hancock County (4-6) and Todd
County Central (3-7).
Another option was that
McLean could petition the
KHSAA to be bumped up from
Class 2A to 3A and play the
likes of Muhlenberg South (28), Union County (3-7), Webster
County (5-6) and Paducah
iiIghman (6-6) — all of which
had a combined record of 16-27
last season.
It was an easy choice for
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
head coach Marshall Enoch, Murray High's C.J. Darcus celebrates a touchdown with teammate John Therreli in the second
whose Cougars finished 7-4 last quarter last Fnday night at Ty Holland Stadium. Darcus was on the receiving end of a 20-yard
year. And the coach was granted touchdown pass from quarterback Jordan Garland with 4.7 seconds to play before halftime,
his wish, playing in a new align- which gave the Tigers a 21-14 lead on Calloway County.
ment he calls, "playing over our
McLean County is, it is a school
The McLean County coach against McLean.
heads."
"We need to take away what
"We're
already
play and a football team that Lee was quick to give the Tigers the
they do best, which is the run
Muhlenberg South and Webster. Edwards respects and appreci- edge come Friday night.
"Just from what I've seen on game," Edwards said.
and we used to scrimmage ates.
"McLean is a very, very solid film, they're pretty tough," he
In reflecting on the Calloway
Union County," Enoch said.
-The only thing that changed football team," the Tiger head said. "Playing Tilghman and game, Edwards said any time a
besides Union getting a new coach said. "They are excellent Webster in a scrimmage and team loses such a close game
Calloway County, which is like his squad did against the
coach is Paducah Tilghman. in their run game. Excellent."
Enoch said offensively the always a rivalry, we've got our Lakers, so many things are magThey're all right next door.
Cougars are very similar to what hands full. They're the definite nified.
They're rural schools."
"Lets be honest. If we would
Last Fnday night, the Murray High does in its spread favorites."
In a hard-to-swalllow 36-30 have won the game 30-28, there
Cougars opened the season with (or 2x2) offense. McLean
a3
.
4-12 win over Todd County racked up 333 yards last week, loss to Calloway, the Tigers would be a lot of different talk
Central, earning them an honor- and junior quarterback Miles rushed for 240 yards and two this week — among coaches,
among players, among fans,'
able mention spot in this week's Puckett ran for three scores scores on 36 touches.
The Lakers, who only man- Edwards claimed. "There is a
Kentucky Associated Iles_ despite 4 lackluster passing peraged 59 yards rushing against fine line between goat and hero
""
Football Poll. McLean County `lorflfaticr.
"We're pretty much straight MHS, were quickly taken out of I've known that for years. I didgot two overall votes, which was
ahead and a cloud of dust," their running game. Murray is n't just realize it Saturday morngood enough for 14th place.
hoping to be able to do the same ing.
Regardless of what class size Enoch added.

Two MINUTE &Nu
MURRAY HIGH TIGERS

adam
HESKETT
height weight class
6-0 I 265 ISr.
Favorite seasoa & why:
Winter. Duck season
Favorite non-sports
magazine:

07

2007 DISTRICT STANDINGS
OtsTWI.1
Tngg County
Murray
CakhveN County
Reydland
Heath

I'd like to go a round in the ring

1-0
3-1
0-1
0-1
0-1

3-0
00

04
0.0
04_

LAST WEEK
Tngg beet HopionsviNe 24-17
Murray lost to Calloway County 36-30
Caldwell County lost to hlopkns County
Central 41-21
ReidNand lost to Webster County 6-0
Heath lost to Mayfield 28-6

Coach Edwards
Last video game you *led:
NCAA Football
Superhero power you wish you
had:
Lightning speed
Lost, Grey's Anatomy or CSI:
Grey's Anatomy
Best thing I watched on TV last
week:
That '70s Show
Posh Spice is:
Good looking
should play me in a
movie:
Hulk Hogan
In my pockets right now
Cellphone, pen & detention
slip

THIS WEEK
Inge; County (1-01 vs Calloway County
0-0)(W•3cal CII•vrolel Bowl)
Murray (0-1) vs McLean County (1-0)
Caldwell County (0-1) vs Lone Oak (1-0)
(ince Ylugyin Cnevrok. Boy.,
Reidland10-1t is open this wek
Heath 10.11 at Carbondale, ii.. (1-0)

2007 TIGER STATS
Murray
Opponents

00
07

21
07

06
07

03
15

30
36

TEAM STATISTICS

Sound bites

ADIS

OPP

First Downs
16
Rushes-Yards
36-240
Passing Yards
87
Comp-An-Int
9-21-2
Total Yards
327
Fumbles-Lost
3-1
Penalties-Yards 14-138

21
25-59
214

20-32-4
273
2-2
10-63

INOVIOUAL STATIPICE
RuP•03 — King 13-152, Merrell 7-79
TO Hesket 5-37 Davis 4-7 TO. Wells
2-2 Garland 5-0
Ph3S•4 — Garland 8-19-271 TD, Merrell
1-2-016
RECEIVING — Darcus 3-55 TO. King 4-it
Merrell 1-li Hammonds 1-3

"We're pretty much
straight ahead and
a cloud of dust"
—Marshall Enoch
McLean Co. coach

-Team and Individual stats provided by
Greg Gerhart

Friday Night Forecast
THERE IS A 10 PERCENT CHANCE OF PRECIPITATION AT Tv
HOLLAND FIELD. THE HIGH ON FRIDAY is EXPECTED To BE 88
DEGREES, WITH A TEMPERATURE OF 80 AROUND KICKOFF TIME
AT 7:30 P.M.

Get Your FREE Full Spinal Examination!
(No Obligation - Nothing To Pay) t"----kalue
This

YOU MAY HAVE ONE OF THESE
16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES!

FREE.
If you

want more care anti treatment

we
io5.1e;""
1 116".

A.
•

1. Low Back Pain
2. Headaches
3. Shoulder Pain
4. Arthritis
5. Dizziness
6. Sore Elbows
7. Neck Pain
8. Indigestion

Wire examination is

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms
13. Numb Fingers
14. Hip Pain
15. Tight Muscles
16. Aching Feet

Meatiest. This

Ad
Wises Calling.
Offer Expires 9/30/07.

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can
, relieve your aches and pains. This examination normally costs $50.00 or
Ii more It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurological test,a spinal alignment check. an examination for restricted or excess
k motion in the spine, and a private consultation with the doctor to discuss
1
Y the results_

•
•

• I

Fri., Sept 7 & Sat., Sept. 8
Murray/Calloway County's Central Park

INSCA_MIAE &NY PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT NAS a ROOT TO REFUSE TO PRY
WTTN*1
HOURS Or RESPONDING TO TNTS ED

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER, INC.
1703 HWY. 121 NORTH BYPASS• MURRAY, KY 42071
We Love To Sete You Healthy,
WM

Couldn't Make It To The Game?
We've Got You Covered!
Catch All The
Football Action
On MES Channel 15 II&
THIS WEEK'S FEATURED GAME
fIN MHS Tigers vs.
4
I ,Rs
McLean

R!

Replayed Sat., Sept. 1, Sun., Sept. 2
& Wed., Sept. 5 at 2 p.m. & 7 p.m.
DON'T MISS 4 THING—HES CHANNEL 15

Dr Heskett & Family
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Ng,

30,n(45fleGre or
After the Greline.51
Smoor FOR
PEE 4PPErIZeR
Mcw-SAr. 5-7 PM
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• Group Discounts
• Party Room Available Seats 60!

FOR TO GO ORDERS CALL

762-0022
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SNOPPES OF MURRAY
(levees Coody's & Swim)
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Bawn in the Mash takes Lovett Live stage
The Lovett Live Concert
University continues Friday with a
performance by the high-energy bluegrass band Hawn in the
Mash The show opens at
p tri inside Lovett Auditorium
Billed out of Paducah. Bawn
in the Mash has established
strong ties to Murray and the
entire western Kentucky region
since they first got together to
pick and play
Alter a chance hearing of
Wes Kaintuck and the Atomic
City Rambler's legendary 1967
recording "0 Shrewsbury
the group
Vi here An Thou
--pushed luitaard un a hunch to
contact the often known to be
TO. I u.1% e Kalmuck Their timII

Series at Murray Mare

couldn't have been better
with Kaintuck planning his first
tour in 20 years and subsequently Inviting Bawn tri the
Mash to be his hacking hand
A road trip that spanned
several months allowed the
young band to study their idol
and develop their own style
that they are known for today
In addition to tounng. Bawn
in the Mash members Josh
Coffey. Tommy ()liven°. Eddie
Coffey. Alex Naught and Nathan
Lynn have been working in
the studio to produce their second full-length album, due out
this fall
Dear first compilation,"Welcome to the Atomic City- featured a selection of original
mg

acoustic compositions that both
historically interprets and fieutiously descnbes events that
could have occurred during the
past 150 years around western
Kentucky.
The new album is produced
by 2007 Grammy winner Phil
Harris and features appearances
by Donnie Herron of the Bob
Dylan Band and BR549, Tyler
Grant of the Drew Emmitt Band.
Grandpa Black, and Brey
McCoy on drums Fans will
find that this collection spotlights Bawn in the Mash's wide
range of interests and ideas
into a fantastic patchwork of
sounds.
A new concept in concerts
at Murray State University, the

Lovett Live OnStage Senes has
taken off with fans that want
to get down to the basics with
the music. The intimate coffee
house style seating for 200
includes tables, leather sofas and
giant chairs set up to bring
the audience and performers an
union for an unforgettable concert experience.
For more information about
tickets to set Bawn in the
Mash at Lovett Auditorium go
to www.ucketmastercom, call
1-877-894-4473, or visit the
RSEC box office. Log onto
www.myspace.com/lovettlive
for the latest information about
upcoming events. 'The website
also offers a chance to become
a VIP Friend and win free
tickets to, future concerts.

flag
iivra

IP\
Bawn In the Mash

11/1

lemck=bu

The Biggest Labor Day Sale in Fleming's History!
EVERYTHING'S ON SALE! Living Rooms, Dining Rooms, Bedrooms,
Home Office, Mattress Sets,Tables,Sofas, Recliners, Entertainment
Centers, Glider Rockers, Curio Cabinets,Accessories uch, mtic
e
MSU grad MOE.Shop every item in every department for wino
Arnson, from tbe band Cab.,

returns
home
with band,
Cabin

1

four-piece
-thin.
I miss Ole hand fronted by Mur.. graduate
LI!. State I ill% et..st,
Noah Hewitt Ball. will perform
p ni in the
Ilse I tido at
5151 Curtis Center Stables
According to press matert
.if released by the group. the
sisals of Hewitt-Ball are
And
Jest rased as
s''an MK,•0111Cy a broad range
Complimenting
..f cru.41..ffs
him arc Hilly Lease on hass
and guitar. David Ch.& our
drums and Sara %Mkt on 110
chello and keyboards
Their new (1). "I Was Herr
111'
Slashinc Records Ica
V.'as Here.
tures the natl.
"Dance V. ith Me.- "Coser Your
tves, 'Musrcal Seats- and
To"
"I es. than
Was Here'
Their song
has been featured as one of
the IS hest stings to download
by SPIN Magazine in July
:INC. according to the hands
Web site
they also report on their
site -"While illustrating sim
. if hopes and fears.
plc theme,
abut manages to elcsate the
es cr,,,la). and sweeten the bit
ter moments Into cinematic
worth Cabin s melodically dnv
en rock explores the depth of
sound while 11C1er ignoring the
eras its of lyrics and melody
S.c1er a sers ant to Nash
ion or time. Cabin s music will
prose to hold up against the
past. present and future of rock
'n roll '
In August of 2004. Cabin
emerged without history onto
the I 441I•1 tile MUSIC. scene
earning the praise. "Band our
nowhere •'
The hand recently signed tr.
%Lachine Resordi and is ready
to hit the road with its long
JIM

ailed follow

until

NO PAYMENTS
NO INTEREST 2009!
• Broyhil

4 Pc Bedroom Includes Bed 5 Drawer

Group

Chest Dresser & Mirror

Si 988
LIMITEDATIME!
T_HRU

Oftt,

S5500
Pow Mealllo

I
5
2
$
- Seeded tar(edar Chests Agent Pies - I I
and Seiectei Occasional lablis
:ort. •
1..0,
44., ay.A!Wm% rook..
.vim.
Vs
• L
I.

r
Group

Or

China
S

1 698

up release.

which features
%%•• Here
foe Nark' new songs includ
ing the epic first single 1 Was
Wye
hot 111.47 1111141T1Arloal about
the hancl son saw w cahounu
mvspace
info.
w ww machinerr
com'cahin
cords com

To find out
what's
happeninN.
••••• •
in sour
coniniunit
read the
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AT FLEMING FURNITURE ALL WE DO IS SAVE YOU MONEY!
111111811101111111 Mei 11144144444 1114•41
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